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IntrodutionIn this paper the long-time behavior for the solutions of damped hyperboliequations(0.1) � �2t u+ �tu��xu+ f(u) + �0u = g(t); x 2 
u��t=0 = u0 ; �tu��t=0 = u00 ; u���
 = 0is studied.Here 
 � Rn is an unbounded domain in Rn with a suÆiently smooth boundary(see x1), u = u(t; x) is unknown funtion, �x is a Laplaian with respet to x =(x1; � � � ; xn), f and g are given funtions and �0 and  are �xed positive onstants.It is assumed that the nonlinear term f(u) satis�es the onditions(0.2) � 1: f 2 C2(R;R); f 0(u) � �C2: jf 0(u)j � C(1 + jujq1); jf 00(u)j � C(1 + jujq2)where q1 < 2=(n� 2) if n � 3 and q2 � 1 if n = 3 and q2 = 0 for n > 3.Moreover, it is assumed also that the funtion f an be deomposed in a sum oftwo funtions(0.3) f(u) = f1(u) + f2(u)where the funtion f2 is bounded together with the derivatives(0.4) jf2(u)j+ jf 02(u)j+ jf 002 (u)j � Cand the funtion f1 satis�es the assumption(0.5) f1(u) � u � 0It is well known that in many ases the longtime behavior of dynamial systems,generated by evolutionary equations of mathematial physis an be naturally de-sribed in terms of attrators of the orresponding semigroups (see [2℄, [16℄, [24℄).In bounded domains the existene of the attrator is established for a large lassof equations suh as reation-di�usion equations, nonlinear wave equations, 2DNavier{Stokes system, et. Under some natural assumptions it is proved that inthe autonomous ase for all equations mentioned above the attrator has the �niteHausdor� and fratal dimension (see [2℄, [24℄).The equations of mathematial physis whih an depend expliitly on t inbounded domains 
 are onsidered in [4℄, [6℄. Reall that aording to the on-strution of the uniform attrator, suggested there, one should onsider not onlythe initial nonautonomous problem but simultaneously the whole family of prob-lems whih are obtained from the initial one by all positive shifts along the t-axisand their losure in the appropriate topology. For instane, in order to onstrutthe attrator for the equation (0.1) where g = g(t) depends expliitly on t oneshould onsider the family of equations of the type (0.1) with all right-hand sidesbelonging to the hull H+(g) of the initial right-hand side g whih an be de�ned inthe following way(0.6) H+(g) := �Thg; h � 0�L2lo(R+�
); (Thg)(t) := g(t+ h)2



(see x5 and x6). As usual, we restrit ourselves to onsider only suh right-handsides g for whih the hull (0.6) is ompat in L2lo(R+ �
).Moreover, if this hull is in a ertain sense "in�nite dimensional" (for examplethe right-hand side is almost-periodi by t with the in�nite number of independentfrequenes) then the uniform attrator of the orresponding equation naturally hasin�nite Hausdor� and fratal dimension.Thus, in ontrast to the autonomous ase in the nonautonomous one the frataldimension is not a onvenient quantitative harateristi of the "size" of attratorsand onsequently the problem of �nding another harateristis arises.One of possible approahes to handle this problem, whih is suggested in [6℄,is to estimate Kolmogorov's "-entropy of the attrator. Reall, that by de�nitionKolmogorov's "-entropy H " (A;�) of the attrator A is the logarithm from theminimal number N"(A;�) of "-balls in the appropriate phase spae � whih overthe attrator:(0.7) H " (A;�) = lnN"(A;�)Note that sine A is ompat then (0.7) is well de�ned and �nite for every " > 0.The estimates for the "-entropy of the attrators of nonautonomous reation-di�usion equations in bounded domains has been obtained in [6℄. The autonomousreation-di�usion equations in Rn has been onsidered in [7℄ and [27℄. The entropyof attrators for autonomous and nonautonomous RDE in the unbounded domainshas been studied in [11℄ and [27℄.Reall that for unbounded domains 
 the behavior of solutions for (0.1) beomesmuh more ompliated. In this ase even the problem of �nding the appropriatephase spae for (0.1) beomes nontrivial. For instane, the reation di�usion sys-tems in unbounded domains have been studied in weighted Sobolev spaesW l;p� (
)with �(x) = ��(x) = (1 + jxj2)�=2 in [1℄, [3℄, [9℄. The ase of general weights � isonsidered in [10℄.In this paper we assume that the solution u(t; x) is bounded with respet tojxj ! 1. To be more preise, we introdue the spaes W l;pb (
) by the followingexpression(0.8) W l;pb (
) := fv : kvkW l;pb = supx02
 kvkW l;p(
\B1x0 ) <1g(here and below we denote by BRx0 the R-ball in Rk entered in x0) and requirethat for every �xed t � 0 the solution �u(t) := (u(t); �tu(t)) belongs to the spae(0.9) Eb(
) := �W 1;2b (
) \ fv���
 = 0g�� L2b(
)The behavior of solutions for reation-di�usion equations and systems in theunbounded domains in the spaes (0.8) has been studied in [7℄, [8℄, [11℄, [13℄, [21℄,[22℄, [28℄.The attrator for the autonomous hyperboli equation (0.1) in Rn under theassumptions whih are similar to (0.2){(0.5) has been onstruted in [14℄.Note that under the above assumptions (as in the ase of paraboli equations) theattrator A of the equation (0.1) may have (and has in general) in�nite Hausdor�3



and fratal dimension even in the autonomous ase (see Setion 11). Thus, in on-trast to the ase of bounded domains where the in�nite dimensional attrator anappear only in the nonautonomous ase and only due to the "in�nite dimensional"external time-depended fores, in the ase where 
 is unbounded the in�nite dimen-sionality appears even in the autonomous ase and has onsequently the internalnature.In this paper we give a systematial study of Kolmogorov's "-entropy of attra-tors for autonomous and nonautonomous hyperboli equations of the type (0.1) inunbounded domains 
.It is known (see Remark 4.2) that in general the attrator A of the problem(0.1) is not ompat in the uniform topology of the spae (0.8) but only in aloal topology of the spae Elo(
), that is why (following to [28℄) we onsider theentropy of restritions A��
\BRx0 and study the dependene of H " (A��
\BRx0 ) on threeparameters ", R and x0.It is proved in Setion 9 that the entropy of the uniform attrator of the nonau-tonomous equation (3.1) possesses the estimate(0.10) H " (A��
\BRx0 ; Eb(
 \BRx0)) � C volx0;
(R +K ln 1" ) ln 1"+H "=L �H+(g)��[0;K ln 1" ℄�
\BR+K ln 1"x0 ; L2b([0;K ln 1" ℄�
 \ BR+K ln 1"x0 )�where volx0;
(r) = vol(
 \ Brx0), vol(�) means the n-dimensional volume, and on-stants C;K;L are independent of R, " and x0. Partiularly, for autonomous equa-tions in 
 = Rn , the estimate (0.10) implies that(0.11) H " (A��BRx0 ; Eb(
 \ BRx0)) � C(R +K ln 1" )n ln 1"We verify also the sharpness of the estimate (0.11). To this end we onsider inSetion 11 a speial lass of equations of the form (0.1) whih ontains for instanethe equations(0.12) �2t u+ �tu��xu� �u+ ujujp = 0; ; � > 0; x 2 Rnwith p < 1 + 2=(n� 2).It is proved that the entropy of the attrator of (0.12) possesses the followingestimate(0.13) H " (A��BRx0 ; Eb(BRx0)) � C1Rn ln 1"for R � R0 and " < "0 and onsequently the estimate (0.11) is sharp if R � ln 1" orR� ln 1" . For the ase where R� ln 1" (partiularly for R = 1) we obtain that forevery Æ > 0 there exists CÆ > 0 suh that(0.14) H " (A��B1x0 ; Eb(B1x0)) � CÆ �ln 1"�n+1�Æand onsequently the estimate (0.11) is sharp (in a some sense) for every R and ".4



It is worth to emphasize that the estimates (0.10){(0.11) and (0.13){(0.14) arevery similar to the ones obtained in [28℄ for paraboli equations and onsequentlythese estimates seem to have a universal nature. From the other side if 
 is boundedand g is independent of t then (0.10) implies thatH " (A; Eb(
)) � C ln 1"whih reets the well-known heuristi priniple that the equations of mathematialphysis in bounded domains have �nite dimensional attrators. Thus, the estimatesmentioned above may be onsidered as a natural generalization of this priniple tothe ase of unbounded domains.Note that although the attrator of the equation (0.1) is not ompat in general inEb(
) but there is a number of partiular ases where this equation has nontrivialompat in Eb(
) attrators. One of these partiular ases is onsidered in thepaper. Namely, we assume that the funtion f2 in (0.4) equals zero identially(f2 � 0) and the right-hand side g(t) (with ompat hull H+(g)) satis�es thefollowing assumption(0.15) Z T+1T kg(t);
 \ B1x0k20;2 dt! 0when jx0j ! 0 uniformly with respet to T 2 R+ .It is proved in Setion 10 that under the above assumptions the entropy of glob-ally ompat (i.e. ompat in Eb(
)) attrator A possesses the following estimatewhih essentially improves the estimate (0.10):(0.16) H " (A; Eb(
)) � C ln 1" + H "=L �H+(g); L2b([0;K ln 1" ℄�
)�Partiularly, this estimate implies that in the autonomous ase (or in the ase whereg(t) is quasiperiodi with respet to t) the attrator A has a �nite fratal dimensionin Eb(
).The �nite dimensional attrator for reation-di�usion equations in Rn withquasiperiodi right-hand sides satisfying (0.15) has been obtained in [12℄.Moreover, we give a detailed study of the autonomous �nite dimensional attra-tor in the above partiular ase of the equation (0.1).It is proved in Setion 12 that there is an equilibria point u0 of the equation(0.1) suh that for every (u(t); �tu(t)) 2 A(0.17) k�tu(t);
 \ B1x0k20;2 + ku(t)� u0;
 \B1x0k21;2 � Ce�Æjx0jwith C and Æ > 0 depending only on the equation. Using this spatial asymptoti ofthe attrator we onstrut the Liapunov funtion on it and prove that for generi g'sthe attrator is regular, i.e. that it onsists of a �nite olletion of �nite dimensionalunstable manifolds:(0.18) Ag = [Ni=1M+(ui)where ui are the equilibria points of (0.1) and M+(ui) are the C1-submanifolds inEb(
). 5



Note also that the results of the paper has been announed in [29℄ for the ase
 = Rn .The paper is organized as follows.The de�nition of funtional spaes and a number of a priori estimates for linearand nonlinear equations of the type (0.1) are given in Part 1. Moreover the problemsof the solution's existene and it's uniqueness are analyzed there.The loally and globally ompat attrators for (0.1) are onstruted in Part 2.Upper and lower bounds of the "-entropy of the attrators onstruted above aregiven in Part 3.The spatial asymptoti for the solutions belonging to the attrator are obtainedin Part 4. Using this asymptoti we derive stabilization of solutions of the equation(0.1) when t!1 and prove the attrator's regularity.Aknowledgements. The author �nished the manusript while visiting the WIASBerlin. He is grateful for disussions with H.Gajewski, M.Efendiev, J.Fuhrmann,and M.I.Vishik.The author also would like to thank Prof. R.Temam for the interest to the paper.Part 1. A priori estimates,existene of solutions, uniqueness.In this part we derive a number of a priori estimates for the equations of thetype (0.1), prove the existene of solutions and their uniqueness.Setion 1 ontains the de�nitions of the funtional spaes whih are neessaryto deal with the equations (0.1) in unbounded domains and a number of simpleproperties of these spaes whih will be essentially used throughout of the paper.The linear equation of the view (0.1) is analyzed in Setion 2.In Setion 3 arguing in the spirit of [14℄ we establish the existene of solutions forthe nonlinear equation (0.1) and their uniqueness and derive the estimates whihwill be used in the next Part in order to prove the attrator's existene.x1 Funtional spaesIn this Setion we introdue several lasses of Sobolev spaes in unboundeddomains and reall shortly some of their properties whih will be essentially usedbelow. For a detailed study of these spaes see [10℄, [28℄.De�nition 1.1. A funtion � 2 L1lo(Rn ) is alled a weight funtion with the rateof growth � � 0 if the ondition(1.1) �(x + y) � C�e�jxj�(y); �(x) > 0is satis�ed for every x; y 2 Rn .Remark 1.1. It is not diÆult to dedue from (1.1) that(1.2) �(x+ y) � C�1� e��jxj�(y)is also satis�ed for every x; y 2 Rn .The following example of weight funtions are of fundamental signi�ane forour purposes: �f"g;x0(x) = e�"jx�x0j; " 2 R; x0 2 Rn(Evidently this weight has the rate of growth j"j.)6



De�nition 1.2. Let 
 � Rn be some (unbounded) domain in Rn and let � be aweight funtion with the rate of growth �. De�ne the spaeLp�(
) = �u 2 D0(
) : ku;
; k�;0;p � Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx <1�Analogously the weighted Sobolev spae W l;p� (
), l 2 N is de�ned as the spae ofdistributions whose derivatives up to the order l inlusively belong to Lp�(
).For the simpliity of notations we will right throughout of the paper W s;pf"g insteadof W s;pe�"jxj .We de�ne also another lass of weighted Sobolev spaesW l;pb;�(
) = �u 2 D0(
) : ku;
kpb;�;l;p = supx02Rn�(x0)ku;
 \B1x0kpl;p <1�Here and below we denote by BRx0 the ball in Rn of radius R, entered in x0, andku; V kl;p means kukW l;p(V ).We will write W l;pb instead of W l;pb;1 .Proposition 1.1.1. Let u 2 Lp�(
), where � is a weight funtion with the rate of growth �. Thenfor any 1 � q � 1 the following estimate is valid(1.3) �Z
 �(x0)q �Z
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0�1=q � C Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxfor every " > �, where the onstant C depends only on ", � and C� from (1.1) (andindependent of 
).2. Let u 2 L1� (
). Then the following analogue of the estimate (1.3) is valid(1.4) supx02
��(x0) supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(x)jg� � C supx2
f�(x)ju(x)jgThe proof of this Proposition an be found in [10℄ or [28℄.For the more detailed study of funtional spaes de�ned above we need someregularity assumptions on the domain 
 � Rn whih are assumed to be validthroughout of the paper.We suppose that there exists a positive number R0 > 0 suh that for every pointx0 2 
 there exists a smooth domain Vx0 � 
 suh that(1.5) BR0x0 \
 � Vx0 � BR0+1x0 \
Moreover it is assumed also that there exists a di�eomorphizm �x0 : B10 ! Vx0 suhthat �x0(x) = x0 + px0(x) and(1.6) kpx0kCN + kp�1x0 kCN � Kwhere the onstant K is assumed to be independent of x0 2 
 and N is largeenough. For simpliity we suppose below that (1.5) and (1.6) hold for R0 = 2.Note that in the ase when 
 is bounded the onditions (1.5) and (1.6) are equiv-alent to the ondition: the boundary �
 is a smooth manifold, but for unboundeddomains the only smoothness of the boundary is not suÆient to obtain the regularstruture of 
 when jxj ! 1 sine some uniform with respet to x0 2 
 smooth-ness onditions are required. It is the most onvenient for us to formulate theseonditions in the form (1.5) and (1.6). 7



Proposition 1.2. Let the domain 
 satisfy the onditions (1.5) and (1.6), theweight funtion { the ondition (1.1) and let R be some positive number. Then thefollowing estimates are valid(1.7)C2 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dx � Z
 �(x0) Z
\BRx0 ju(x)jp dx dx0 � C1 Z
 �(x)ju(x)jp dxProof. Let us hange the order of integration in the middle part of (1.7)(1.8) Z
 �(x0) Z
\BRx0 ju(x)jp dx dx0 = Z
 ju(x)jp �Z
 �
\BRx (x0)�(x0) dx0� dxHere �
\BRx is the harateristi funtion of the set 
 \ BRx .It follows from the inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) that(1.9) C1�(x) � infx02BRx �(x0) � supx02BRx �(x0) � C2�(x)and the assumptions (1.5) and (1.6) imply that(1.10) 0 < C1 � vol(
 \ BRx ) � C2uniformly with respet to x 2 
.The estimate (1.7) is an immediate orollary of the estimates (1.8){(1.10). Pro-position 1.2 is proved. �Corollary 1.1. Let (1.5) and (1.6) be valid. Then the equivalent norm in weightedSobolev spae W l;p� (
) is given by the following expression:(1.11) ku;
k�;l;p = �Z
 �(x0)ku;
 \BRx0kpl;p dx0�1=pPartiularly, the norms (1.11) are equivalent for di�erent R 2 R+ .To study the equation (0.1) we need also weighted Sobolev spaes with frationalderivatives s 2 R+ (not only s 2 Z). For the �rst we reall (see [25℄ for details) thatif V is a bounded domain the norm in the spae W s;p(V ), s = [s℄ + l, 0 < l < 1,[s℄ 2 Z+ an be given by the following expression(1.12) ku; V kps;p = ku; V kp[s℄;p + Xj�j=[s℄ Zx2V Zy2V jD�u(x)�D�u(y)jpjx� yjn+lp dx dyIt is not diÆult to prove arguing as in Proposition 1.2 and using this representationthat for any bounded domain V with a suÆiently smooth boundary(1.13) ku; V kps;p � C1 Zx02V ku; V \ BRx0kps;p dx0 � C2ku; V kps;pThis justi�es the following de�nition. 8



De�nition 1.3. De�ne the spae W s;p� (
) for any s 2 R+ by the norm (1.11).It is not diÆult to hek that these norms are also equivalent for di�erent R > 0.Note now that the weight funtions(1.14) �f"g;x0 = e�"jx�x0jsatisfy the onditions (1.1) uniformly with respet to x0 2 Rn , onsequently allestimates obtained above for the arbitrary weights will be valid for the family (1.14)with onstants, independent of x0 2 Rn . Sine these estimates are of fundamentalsigni�ane for us we write it expliitly in a number of orollaries formulated below.Corollary 1.2. Let u 2 LpfÆg(
) for 0 < Æ < ". Then the following estimate holdsuniformly with respet to y 2 Rn(1.15) �Z
 e�qÆjx0�yj�Z
 e�"jx�x0jju(x)jp dx�q dx0�1=q �� C";q Z
 e�Æjx�yjju(x)jp dxMoreover if u 2 L1fÆg(
), Æ < " then(1.16) supx02
�e�Æjx0�yj supx2
fe�"jx�x0jju(x)jg� � C";Æ supx2
fe�Æjx�yjju(x)jgCorollary 1.3. Let u 2 W l;pb;�(
) and � be a weight funtion with the rate of growth� < ". Then(1.17) C1ku;
kpb;�;l;p �� supx02
��(x0) Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \ B1xkpl;p dx� � C2ku;
kpb;�;l;pFor the proof of this orollary see [28℄.We will essentially use below the subspaes ofW l;pb (
) whih onsist of funtionsdeaying when jxj ! 1.De�nition 1.4. De�ne the spae _W l;pb (
) by the following expression:(1.18) _W l;pb (
) := fu 2W l;pb (
) : limjx0j!1 ku;
 \ B1x0kl;p = 0gThe following Proposition gives simple ompatness riteria for sets in _W l;pb (
).Proposition 1.3. A set B 2 _W l;pb (
) is ompat if and only if:1. For every x0 2 
 the restrition B��Vx0 of the set B on Vx0 is ompat inW l;p(Vx0).2. The set B possesses a uniform 'tale' estimate, i.e. there exists a ontinuousfuntion RB(z) : R+ ! R+ suh that limz!1RB(z) = 0 and(1.19) ku;
 \ B1x0kl;p � RB(jx0j) ; 8u 2 BIndeed, the assertion of the proposition an be easily derived using the Hausdor�riteria.A proposition formulated below will be useful in order to verify the fat that thefuntion belong to the spae _W l;pb (
). 9



Proposition 1.4. Let the estimate (1.19) be satis�ed and let the funtion v satisfythe following estimate:(1.20) kv;
 \ B1x0kpl1;p � C Z
 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \ B1xkpl;p dxfor the appropriate " > 0 and l1 � 0. Then v 2 _W l1;pb (
). Moreover there exists afuntion R1(z) whih tends to zero when z !1 and depends only on the funtionRB from (1.19) and " > 0 suh that(1.21) kv;
 \ B1x0kl1;p � R1(jx0j)Proof. Indeed, let us �x an arbitrary Æ > 0. Sine RB(z) ! 0 when z ! 1 then(1.19) implies that there is L = L(Æ) > 0 suh that(1.22) ku;
 \B1x0kl;p � Æ if jx0j > LLet us rewrite the integral in (1.20) in the following form(1.23) Z
 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \ B1xkpl;p dx = Z
\BL0 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \ B1xkpl;p dx++ Z
nBL0 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \B1xkpl;p dx := I1(x0) + I2(x0)The estimates (1.17) and (1.22) imply that(1.24) I2(x0) � C1ku;
nBL0 kb;l;p � C1ÆSine, aording to (1.17) ku;
kb;l;p � kRb;Rk0;1 := C2 then applying (1.19) againwe derive that(1.25) I1(x0) � e�"(jx0j�L)C3It follows from (1.25) that I1(jx0j) ! 0 when jx0j ! 1. Consequently the in-tegral I1 an be made arbitrary small (taking jx0j large enough). Sine Æ > 0 isarbitrary then we have proved that v 2 _W l1;pb (
). The estimate (1.21) follows im-mediately from the fat that all onstants used before depends only on RB and "and independent of the onrete hoie of u. Proposition 1.4 is proved.De�nition 1.5. In slight abuse of notations we denote by Lplo(R+ ; Lpb(
)) theF-spae generated by the following sequene of seminorms(1.26) kukpT := supx02
 Z T+1T ku(t);
 \ B1x0kp0;p dt!Moreover, we de�ne the spae Lplo(R+ ; _Lpb(
)) as a subspae of funtions fromLplo(R+ ; Lpb(
)) whih satis�es the ondition(1.27) limjx0j!1 Z T+1T ku(t);
 \ B1x0kp0;p dt! = 010



for every �xed T � 0.Remark 1.2. The assertions of Propositions 1.3 and 1.4 have the evident analoguesfor the spaes introdued in De�nition 1.5, whih will be essentially used in Setions6, 8 and 12, namely:1. A set B is ompat in Lplo(R+ ; _Lpb(
)) if and only if it's x-restritions on Vx0are ompat in Lplo(R+ ; Lp(Vx0)) for every x0 2 
 and for every T � 0 there is afuntion RB;T (z) whih tends to zero when z !1 suh that(1.28) Z T+1T ku(t);
 \ B1x0kp0;p dt � RB;T (jx0j); 8u 2 B2. Assume that the funtion v satis�es the estimate(1.29) kv(t);
 \B1x0kpl1;p � Z t0 e�(t�s) Z
 e�"jx�x0jku(s);
 \ B1xkpl;p dx dswith the appropriate ";  > 0. Assume also that u satis�es (1.28) where funtionsRB;T (z) � RB(z) are independent of T . Then the funtion v 2 L1(R+ ; _W l1;pb (
)).Moreover(1.30) kv(t);
 \ B1x0kl1;p � R1(jx0j); 8t 2 R+ ; x0 2 
where R1 depends only on RB and onstants ";  > 0 and limz!1 R1(z) = 0.The proof of these assertions are analogous to the ones given in Propositions 1.3and 1.4. x2 The linear equationIn this Setion we derive a number of regularity results for the following linearhyperboli equation(2.1) 8><>: �2t v + �tv ��xv + �0v + l(t; x)v = h(t)v���
 = 0v��t=0 = u0 ; �tv��t=0 = u00in weighted Sobolev spaes.It is assumed everywhere below that ; �0 > 0 and the domain 
 satis�es theassumptions (1.5) and (1.6).To simplify the notations we denote by �v(t) a pair of funtions (v(t); �tv(t)) andintrodue the appropriate funtional spaes for suh pairs.De�nition 2.1. Let � be a weight funtion whih satis�es (1.1) and let � � 0.Then(2.2) E��(
) := �W 1+�;2� (
) \ fv���
 = 0g��W �;2� (
)Analogously we de�ne the spaes E�lo(
), E�b;�(
), E�b (
) and E�f"g(
) (see alsoDe�nition 1.2). For simpliity we will omit the upper index � in the ase when� = 0 (e.g. we will write Eb(
) instead of E0b (
)). Moreover, we will write belowE�lo(
) instead of E�lo(
) 11



Theorem 2.1. Let the right-hand side h of (2.1) belong to the spae(2.3) \">0L2b(R+ ; L2f"g(
))and the funtion l 2 L1(R+ ; Lpb(
)) with p > maxf2; ng, i.e.(2.4) M := supt�0 kl(t);
kb;0;p <1Then for every �v(0) = (u0; u00) 2 \">0Ef"g(
) the problem (2.1) has a uniquesolution �v in the lass(2.5) \">0C(R+ ; Ef"g(
))and the following estimate is valid:(2.6) k�tv(t);
 \B1x0k20;2 + kv;
 \B1x0k21;2 �� Ce�Æt �j�tv(0)j2 + jv(0)j2 + jrxv(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j�++ C Z t0 e�Æ(t�s) �jh(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� dswith a suÆiently small " > 0 and Æ = � � CM2 where �;C > 0 some onstantsdepending on  and �0. Note that the exponent Æ is positive if M is small enough.(Here and below we denote by (� ; �) the standard inner produt in L2(
).)Proof. We give below only the formal proof of the estimate (2.6) whih an bejusti�ed in a standard way (see e.g. [14℄ and [20℄).Let us introdue a funtion �(t) = �tv + �v, where  > � > 0 is a suÆientlysmall parameter whih will be �xed below, and rewrite the equation (2.1) in thefollowing form(2.7) �t� + ( � �)� � �( � �)v ��xv + �0v + lv = h(s)Multiplying this equation by ��x0 := �e�"jx�x0j (where " > 0 is another smallparameter) and integrating over x 2 
 we obtain after the evident transformationsthat(2.8) 1=2�t� �j�j2; �x0�+ �0 �jvj2; �x0�+ �jrxvj2; �x0� �++ ( � �) �j�j2; �x0�+ �0� �jvj2; �x0�+ � �jrxvj2; �x0� == � (rxv; �rx�x0) + �( � �) (v; ��x0)� (lv; ��x0) + (h; ��x0)Note that jrx�x0 j � "�x0 . Consequently, �xing " = "(�; ) small enough we willhave the estimatej (rxv; �rx�x0) j � " (jrxj; j�j�x0) �  � �8 �j�j2; �x0�+ �2 �jrxvj2; �x0�Analogously,j�( � �)(v; ��x0 )j � 2�2( � �)(jvj2; �x0) + ( � �)=8(j�j2; �x0)j(lv; ��x0) � ( � �)=8(j�j2; �x0) + 2=( � �)(jlvj2; �x0)j(h; ��x0)j � ( � �)=8(j�j2; �x0) + 2=( � �)(jhj2; �x0)12



Fixing now the small parameter � > 0 in suh a way that � � � �; and 2�0 � 2�( � �) � �0and inserting the obtained estimates to the equality (2.8) we derive that(2.9) �tFx0(�; v) + �Fx0(�; v) � C �jh(t)j2; �x0�+ 4=( � �) �jlvj2; �x0�where(2.10) Fx0(�; v) := �j�j2; �x0�+ �0 �jvj2; �x0�+ �jrxvj2; �x0�Thus, it remains to estimate the term (jlvj2; �x0). To this end we will use a trikbased on (1.7) with the weight funtion �x0 , Sobolev's embedding theorem W 1;2 �Lq0 for 1q0 = 12 � 1n , and Holder inequality with the exponents p=2 and q = (p=2)� <q0=2 (sine p > maxf2; ng). Indeed,(2.11) �jlvj2; �x0� � C Z
 �x0(x)klv; Vx0k20;2 dx �� C1 Z
 �x0(x)kl; Vxk20;pkv; Vxk20;2q dx � C2kl(t)k2b;0;p Z
 �x0(x)kv; Vxk21;2 dx� C3M2� �jvj2; �x0�+ �jrxvj2; �x0� � � C4M2Fx0(�; v)Here the domain Vx is the same as in (1.5) and (1.6).Inserting this estimate into (2.9) we will �nally obtain that(2.12) �tFx0(�; v) + (�� C5M2)Fx0(�; v) � C �jh(t)j2; �x0�Applying the Gronewal's inequality to (2.12) we derive the estimate(2.13) Fx0(�(t); v(t)) � e�ÆtFx0(�(0); v(0)) + C Z t0 e�Æ(t�s) (jh(s)j; �x0) dswhere Æ := �� C5M2.To omplete the proof of the theorem it remains to use the following evidentestimates(2.14) k�tv;
 \B1x0k20;2 + kv;
 \B1x0k21;2 � C �j�tvj2 + jvj2 + jrxvj2; �x0� �� C1F (�tv + �v; v) � C2 �j�tvj2 + jvj2 + jrxvj2; �x0�Theorem 2.1 is proved.Remark 2.1. Note that the estimate (2.6) remains valid if h 2 L2b(R+ ; L2f"0g(
))and �v(0) 2 Ef"0g(
) if "0 < ". Note also that if n > 2 then Theorem 2.1 remainsvalid for p = n as well. Indeed, we have used the assumption p > n only in theestimate (2.11) but sine q0 < 1 for n � 3 then we may take q = q0=2 whihorresponds to p = n). 13



Corollary 2.1. Let " > 0 be the same as in Theorem 2.1 and let � be a weightfuntion with the rate of growth � < ". Assume also that the initial onditions for�v(0) 2 E�(
) and the right-hand side h 2 L2b(R+ ; L2�(
)). The the problem (2.1)has a unique solution(2.15) �v 2 C(R+ ; E�(
))and the following estimate holds(2.16) k�v(t)k2E� � Ce�Ætk�v(0)k2E� + C Z t0 e�Æ(t�s)kh(s)k2L2� dswhere Æ is the same as in Theorem 2.1 and the onstant C depends only on theorresponding onstant in the estimate (2.6) and on the onstants C� and � from(1.1) and independent of the partiular hoie of the weight � (satisfying (1.1)).Moreover, assume that h 2 L2b(R+ ; L2b;�(
) and �v(0) 2 Eb;�(
). Then, analo-gously,(2.17) k�v(t)k2Eb;� � Ce�Ætk�v(0)k2Eb;� + C(1 + e�Æt)khk2L2b;�([0;t℄�
)Indeed, multiplying the estimate (2.6) by �(x0), integrating over x0 2 
 andusing the estimates (1.3) and (1.7) we obtain the estimate (2.16). The ontinuityin (2.15) an be derived by standard arguments (see e.g. [10℄ and [20℄).The estimate (2.17) an be derived analogously only instead of integrating overx0 2 
 one should take a supremum and use (1.3) with q =1.The following Theorem, whih establishes the additional regularity of solutionsof (2.1) has a fundamental signi�ane for our estimation of "-entropy.Theorem 2.2. Let the right-hand side h 2 L2b(R+ ;W �;2f"0g(
)) and the initial on-ditions �v(0) 2 E�f"0g(
) for a ertain 0 < � < 1=2 and "0 > 0. Assume alsothat(2.18) l 2 L1(R+ ; Lpb(
)) and rxl 2 L1(R+ ; Lqb(
))and the exponents p, q and � satisfy the following relations(2.19) 1: 1q � 1p + 1n; 2: 1q � 12 + 1 + �n ; 3: 1 + �n � 1� �p + �qfor n � 3 (for n < 3 the seond inequality in (2.19) may be omitted and the �rstone should be replaed by 1q � 1p + 12 � �n).Then the solution �v of (2.1) belongs to the spae C(R+ ; E�f"0g(
)) and the fol-lowing estimate is valid(2.20) kv(t);
 \ B1x0k21+�;2 + k�tv(t);
 \B1x0k2�;2 �� CeKt Z
 e�"jx�x0j �kv(0);
 \B1xk21+�;2 + k�tv(0);
 \ B1xk2�;2� dx++ C Z t0 eK(t�s) Z
 e�"jx�x0jkh(s);
 \ B1xk2�;2dx ds14



for a some positive onstant K and " > "0.Proof. Let us de�ne a family of ut-o� funtions  x0(x) 2 C10 (Rn ) in suh a waythat  x0 = 1 for x 2 B2x0 \ 
 and  x0 = 0 for x 2 
nVx0 . Moreover, due to ourassumptions on the domains Vx0 we may assume thatk x0kC2(Rn) � Cuniformly with respet to x0. Let us introdue also the funtions vx0(t) := v(t) x0 .Then(2.21) �2t vx0 + �tvx0 ��xvx0 + �0vx0 + l(t; x)vx0 == h(t) x0 ��x x0v � 2rx x0rxv := hx0(t); vx0���Vx0 = 0The proof of the Theorem is based on the following two lemmata.Lemma 2.2. Let the previous assumptions hold. Then, for every w 2 W 1+�(Vx0)the following estimate is valid(2.22) klw; Vx0k�;2 � Ckw; Vx0k1+�;2Moreover, the onstant C is independent of x0.Proof. Let us onsider �rstly the ase n � 3.Sine l 2 Lp(Vx0) and w 2 W 1+�(Vx0) � Lr(Vx0) with 1=r = 1=2 � (1 + �)=nthen aording to Holder inequality(2.23) klw; Vx0k0;k � Ckl; Vx0k0;pkw; Vx0k1+� � C1kw; Vx0k1+�;2where 1k = 1p + 1r .Consider now the funtion rx(lw) = rxlw+ lrxw. Sine rxl 2 Lq and w 2 Lrthen rxlw 2 Lk0 where 1k0 = 1q + 1r . Analogously, sine l 2 Lp and rxw 2 W �;2 �Lr0 with 1=r0 = 1=2� �=n then lrxw 2 Lk00 with 1=k00 = 1=p+ 1=r0.Note now that the �rst and the seond onditions of (2.19) guarantee that k0and k00 are well de�ned (i.e. k0; k00 � 1) and in addition k0 � k00. Consequently, wehave proved that(2.24) klw; Vx0k1;k0 � C1kw; Vx0k1+�;2Aording to the interpolation inequality (see, e.g., [19℄)(2.25) klw; Vx0kÆ;~k � Cklw; Vx0k1��0;k klw; Vx0k�1;k0 � C2kw; Vx0k1+�;2with 1~k = 1��k + �k0 . It remains to note now that the third assumption of (2.19)implies ~k � 2.Thus, we have proved the lemma if n � 3. For the ase n � 2 the estimate(2.22) an be derived analogously (the only di�erene that we should put r =1).(Note also that the assumptions (1.5) on Vx0 and assumptions (2.18) on l implythat all onstants introdued in the proof of the lemma are in fat independentof x0). Lemma 2.2 is proved 15



Lemma 2.3. Let the previous assumptions hold. Then(2.26) kvx0(t); Vx0k21+�;2 + k�tvx0(t); Vx0k2�;2 �CeKt �kvx0(0); Vx0k21+�;2 + k�tvx0(0); Vx0k2�;2�++ C Z t0 eK(t�s)kh(s); Vx0k2�;2 + C Z t0 eK(t�s)kv(s); Vx0k21+�;2dswhere the onstants C and K are independent of x0.Proof. Let us introdue the sale of Hilbert spaes H l(Vx0) := (��x)l=2L2(Vx0)with the norms k � kHl := k(��x)l=2 � k0;2 where the Laplaian is endowed by zeroDirihlet boundary onditions on �Vx0 . Sine the domains Vx0 are smooth then asknown (see e.g., [19℄, [20℄), H l(Vx0) =W l;2(Vx0) for 1=2 > l > �5=2, l 6= �1=2 and(2.27) Clkw; Vx0k2l;2 � kw; Vx0k2Hl = �w; (��x)lw� � C 0lkw; Vx0k2l;2Moreover, aording our assumptions on domains Vx0 the onstants Cl and C 0l in(2.27) are independent of x0.Let us apply the operator (��x)�=2 to both sides of the equation (2.21) anddenote �x0(t) := (��x)�=2vx0(t). We obtain that(2.28) 8>>>><>>>>: �2t �x0 + �t�x0 ��x�x0 + �0�x0++ (��x)�=2(l(t; x)vx0) = (��x)�=2hx0(t) := hx0;�(t)�x0���Vx0 = 0�x0��t=0 = (��x)�=2vx0 ; �t�x0 ��t=0 = (��x)�=2�tvx0Aording to the estimates (2.27) and the de�nition of the funtion hx0;� we derivethat(2.29) khx0;�; Vx0k20;2 � C �kh; Vx0k2�;2 + kv; Vx0k21+�;2�Multiplying the equation (2.28) by �t�x0 and integrating over 
 we obtain (as usual)that(2.30) 1=2�t �k�t�x0 ; Vx0k20;2 + k�x0 ; Vx0k21;2 + �0k�x0 ; Vx0k20;2� == ��(��x)�=2(lvx0); �t�x0�+ (hx0;�(t); �t�x0)Applying the inequalities (2.22) and (2.27) to the �rst term in the right-hand sideof (2.30) we derive(2.31) j�(��x)�=2(lvx0); �t�x0� j � C �klvx0 ; Vx0k2�;2 + k�t�x0 ; Vx0k20;2� �� C1 �kvx0 ; Vx0k21+�;2 + k�t�x0 ; Vx0k20;2� � C2 �k�x0 ; Vx0k21;2 + k�t�x0 ; Vx0k20;2�Inserting (2.31) and (2.29) into the right-hand side of (2.30) we obtain the inequality(2.32) �t �k�t�x0 ; Vx0k20;2 + k�x0 ; Vx0k21;2 + �0k�x0 ; Vx0k20;2� �� K �k�t�x0 ; Vx0k20;2 + k�x0 ; Vx0k21;2 + �0k�x0 ; Vx0k20;2�++ C �kh; Vx0k2�;2 + kv; Vx0k21+�;2�16



Applying the Gronewal inequality to (2.32) we derive (2.26) Lemma 2.3 is proved.Now we are in position to omplete the proof of Theorem 2.2. To this end wenote that aording to our hoie of the ut-o� funtions  x0(2.33) kv;
 \ B1x0k21+�;2 + k�tv;
 \ B1x0k2�;2 �� C �kvx0(t); Vx0k21+�;2 + k�tvx0(t); Vx0k2�;2�Multiplying the estimate (2.26) by e�"jz�x0j, " > "0 and integrating over x0 2 
we derive now that(2.34) Zx02
 e�"jz�x0j(kv(t);
 \ B1x0k21+�;2 + k�tv(t);
 \ B1x0k2�;2)dx0 �� CeKt Zx02
 e�"jz�x0j �kvx0(0); Vx0k21+�;2 + k�tvx0(0); Vx0k2�;2� dx0++ C Z t0 eK(t�s) Zx02
 e�"jz�x0jkh(s); Vx0k2�;2dx0++ C Z t0 eK(t�s) Zx02
 e�"jz�x0jkv(s); Vx0k21+�;2dx0dsLet us transform the last term into the right-hand side of (2.34). Indeed, aordingto (1.13) and (1.15)(2.35) Zx02
 e�"jz�x0jkv(s); Vx0k21+�;2dx0 �� C Zx02
 e�"jz�x0j Zx2Vx0 kv(s);
 \B1xk21+�;2 dx dx0 �� C1 Zx02
 e�"jz�x0j Zx2
 e�2"jx�x0jkv(s);
 \B1xk21+�;2 dx dx0 �� C2 Zx02
 e�"jz�x0jkv(s);
 \ B1x0k21+�;2dx0Inserting this estimate to (2.34) and denoting(2.36) Rz(v(s); �tv(s)) :== Zx02
 e�"jz�x0j �kv(s);
 \ B1x0k21+�;2 + k�tv(s);
 \B1x0k21+�;2� dx0we derive the following inequality(2.37) Rz(v(t); �tv(t)) � CeKtRz(v(0); �tv(0))+C Z t0 eK(t�s)Rz(v(s); �tv(s)) ds+ C Z t0 eK(t�s) Zx02
 e�"jz�x0jkh(s); Vx0k2�;2dx0Applying the Gronewal inequality to (2.37) we obtain that(2.38) Rz(v(t); �tv(t)) � C1eK1tRz(v(0); �tv(0))++ C1 Z t0 eK1(t�s) Zx02
 e�"jz�x0jkh(s); Vx0k2�;2dx017



Applying the estimate (1.13) again we derive(2.39) kv;
 \ B1zk21+�;2 + k�tv;
 \B1zk2�;2 � kv; Vzk21+�;2 + k�tv; Vzk2�;2 �� C Zx02Vx0 kv;
 \B1x0k21+�;2 + k�tv;
 \ B1x0k2�;2 dx0 �� C1 Zx02
 e�"jz�x0j �kv(s);
 \ B1x0k21+�;2 + k�tv(s);
 \B1x0k21+�;2� dx0The estimates (2.38) and (2.39) imply (after the replaing x0 :! x and z :! x0)the inequality (2.20). Theorem 2.2 is proved.The following Corollary is a omplete analogue of Corollary 2.1.Corollary 2.2. Let "0, p, q, and � be the same as in Theorem 2.2 and let � bea weight funtion with the rate of growth � < "0. Assume also that the initialonditions for �v(0) 2 E��(
) and the right-hand side h 2 L2b(R+ ;W �;2� (
). Thenthe solution �v of the problem (2.1) belong to�v 2 C(R+ ; E��(
))and the following estimate holds(2.40) k�v(t)k2E�� � CeKtk�v(0)k2E�� + C Z t0 eK(t�s)kh(s)k2W�;2� dswhere K is the same as in Theorem 2.2 and the onstant C depends only on theorresponding onstant in the estimate (2.20) and on the onstants C� and � from(1.1) and independent of the partiular hoie of the weight � (satisfying (1.1)).x3 The nonlinear equation.In this Setion we onsider the following nonlinear damped hyperboli equationin the unbounded domain 
:(3.1) ( �2t u+ �tu��xu+ �0u+ f(u) = g(t); u���
 = 0u��t=0 = u0; �tu��t=0 = u00As in previous Setion it is assumed that ; �0 > 0 and the domain 
 satis�es theassumptions (1.5) and (1.6).We assume also that the nonlinear term f 2 C2(R;R) and satis�es the followingonditions(3.2) 8><>: 1: f 0 � �K ; jf 0(v)j � C(1 + jvjq1) with q1 < 2=(n� 2) if n > 22: jf 00(v)j � C(1 + jvjq2 ); where q2 = 1 if n = 3 and q2 = 0 for n � 33: f = f1 + f2; with f1(v)v � 0; and jf2(v)j + jf 02(v)j+ jf 002 (v)j � CNote also, that without loss of generality we may suppose that f2(0) = 0.We restrit ourselves to onsider only bounded with respet to jxj ! 1 solutions�u := (u; �tu) of the equation (3.1), i.e.(3.3) �u 2 L1lo(R+ ; Eb(
))18



And onsequently we assume that �u(0) := (u0; u00) 2 Eb(
) and g 2 L2b(R+ �
).Remark 3.1. Note that (3.3) together with the growth restritions on f(u) andSobolev embedding theorem imply thatf(u) 2 L1lo(R+ ; L2b(
))Therefore, the equation (3.1) an be understood in the sense of distributions. More-over it follows from Theorem 2.1 that the solution �u satis�es (2.5) and onsequentlythe initial onditions are also well posed.The main result of this Setion is the following theorem.Theorem 3.1. Let the above assumptions hold. Then for every �u(0) 2 Eb(
) theproblem (3.1) has a unique solution (in the lass (3.3)) and the following estimateis valid:(3.4) k�tu(t);
 \ B1x0k20;2 + ku(t);
 \ B1x0k21;2 + kF1(u(t);
 \B1x0k0;1 �� Ce�Æt �j�tv(0)j2 + jrxv(0)j2 + jv(0)j2 + F1(v(0)); e�"jx�x0j�++ C(f2) + Z t0 e�Æ(t�s) �jg(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� dswhere F1(z) := R z0 f1(s)ds � 0, Æ; " are suÆiently small positive onstants, and theonstant C(f2) is suh that C(f2) = 0 if f2 � 0.Proof. Let us hek for the �rst the uniqueness of solutions. Indeed, let u1 and u2be two solutions of the problem (3.1). Then their di�erene v = u1 � u2 satis�esthe equation(3.5) �2t v + �tv ��xv + �0v + l(t)v = 0; �v(0) = 0with l(t) = l(t; x) := R 10 f 0(su1(t) + (1 � s)u2(t)) ds. Note, that aording to ourgrowth restritions on f 0 and Sobolev embedding Theorem(3.6) kl;
kLpb � C(1+ku1;
kq1Lpq1b +ku2;
kq1Lpq1b ) � C1(1+k�u1kq1Eb(
)+k�u2kq1Eb(
))for p = 2n(n�2)q1 > maxf2; ng. Therefore the equation (3.5) satis�es the assumptionsof Theorem 2.1 and aording to this Theorem has a unique zero solution. Thus,u1 � u2 and onsequently the uniqueness is proved.Let us derive now the estimate (3.4). To this end we introdue a funtion � =�tu + �u, multiply the equation (3.1) by �e�"jx�x0j := ��x0 (where � and " aresmall positive parameters) and integrate over x 2 
. Then, arguing as in the proofof Theorem 2.1, we derive that there exists small positive onstants � and " suhthat(3.7) �t� �j�j2; �x0�+ �0 �juj2; �x0�+ �jrxuj2; �x0� �++ �� �j�j2; �x0�+ �0 �juj2; �x0�+ �jrxuj2; �x0� �++ 2 (f(u); ��x0) � C �jg(t)j2; �x0�19



Let us estimate the last term into the left-hand side of (3.7) using the deompositionf = f1 + f2 and the boundedness of f2(3.8) (f(u); ��x0) = (f1(u); �tu�x0) + � (f1(u)u; �x0) + (f2(u); ��x0) �� �t (F1(u); �x0) + � (f1(u)u; �x0)� �=4 �j�j2; �x0�� C(f2)where C(f2) = 0 if f2 � 0.Note that (resaling if neessary the positive parameter �0) we may assumewithout loss of generality that f1(z)z � �z2 for a small positive �. Using thisestimate and the fat that f 01 � �K we derive that(3.9) F1(z) = Z z0 (f1(z) +Kz) dz �Kz2=2 � f1(z)z +Kz2 �Kz2=2 == f1(z) +Kz=2 � (1 +K=2�)f1(z)zInserting this estimate to (3.8) we obtain(3.10) (f(u); ��x0) � �t (F1(u); �x0) + �1 (F1(z); �x0)� �=4 �j�j2; �x0�� C(f2)with �1 = 2��=(K + 2�).Estimating the last term into the right-hand side of (3.7) using (3.10) we derivethat(3.11) �t� �j�j2; �x0�+ �0 �juj2; �x0�+ �jrxuj2; �x0�+ 2 (F1(u); �x0) �++ �1� �j�j2; �x0�+ �0 �juj2; �x0�+ �jrxuj2; �x0�+ 2 (F1(u); �x0) � �� C �jg(t)j2; �x0�+ C1(f2)for a suÆiently small �1 > 0.Applying now the Gronewal inequality to (3.11) and arguing then as in the endof the proof of Theorem 2.1 we obtain the estimate (3.4).Let us disuss now the existene of a solution. To this end we need the followingLemma whih reets the well known fat of �nite veloity of wave's propagationfor hyperboli equations.Lemma 3.1. Let the above assumptions hold. Then, for every x0 2 
, R 2 R+and T < R the following estimates is valid:(3.12) ku(T );
 \ BR�Tx0 k21;2 + k�tu(T );
 \ BR�Tx0 k20;2 �� CeLT�ku(0);
 \ BRx0k21;2 + k�tu(0);
 \ BRx0k20;2++ kF1(u(0));
 \BRx0k0;1 + Z T0 kg(t);
 \BR�tx0 k20;2 dt�for a some onstants C;L > 0.Proof. Indeed, multiplying the equation (3.1) by �tu, integrating over the 'one'K(T;R; x0;
) := ft 2 [0; T ℄; x 2 
 \Br�tx0 g20



and using the Green's formula and the fat that F1 � 0 we obtain (analogously to[14℄ and [23℄) that(3.13) Z
\BR�Tx0 j�tu(T )j2 + jrxu(T )j2 + �0ju(T )j2 + 2F1(u(T )) dx �� Z
\BRx0 j�tu(0)j2 + jrxu(0)j2 + �0ju(0)j2 + 2F1(u(0)) dx++ 2 Z T0 Z
\BR�tx0 f2(u(t))�tu(t)� g(t)�tu(t) dx dtSine f2(0) = 0 and jf 02(u)j � C then f2(u) = Q(u)u with jQ(u)j � C and the lastterm in the right-hand side of (3.13) an be estimated in the following wayjf2(u(t))�tu(t)� g(t)�tu(t)j � C1(ju(t)j2 + j�tu(t)j2) + jg(t)j2Inserting this estimate in (3.13) and applying the Gronewal inequality we obtain(3.12) Lemma 3.1 is proved.Now we are in position to onstrut a solution for the equation (3.1). To this endwe �x an arbitrary large time interval [0; T ℄ and onsider for the �rst the equation(3.1) with ompatly supported initial data and the right-hand side. More preisely,we assume that(3.14) �u(0) = 0 and g(t) = 0 for jxj > RThen, as follows from Lemma 3.1 and from the fat that F1(0) = 0 the solution�u(t; x) � 0 outside of the ylinder [0; T ℄�(
\BR+T0 ), i.e. without loss of generalitywe may solve the equation (3.1) in the bounded domain 
\BR+T0 . But for boundeddomains the existene of a solution is a well known fat (see e.g. [15℄). Thus, wehave proved the existene of solutions for (3.1) with ompatly supported initialdata and right-hand side.Approximating now the arbitrary �u(0) 2 Eb(
) by in the spae Elo(
) by asequene �un(0) of ompatly supported initial dates, doing the same with the right-hand side g 2 L2b(R+ �
) and passing to the limit n!1 we obtain a solution ofthe problem (3.1). Theorem 3.1 is proved.Corollary 3.1. Let all assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then(3.15) k�tu(t);
 \ B1x0k20;2 + ku(t);
 \ B1x0k21;2 �� e�ÆtQ(k�u(0)kEb(
))�j�tv(0)j2 + jrxv(0)j2 + jv(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j�++ C(f2) + Z t0 e�Æ(t�s) �jg(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� dsfor a ertain monotoni funtion Q = Qf1 .Indeed, sine f1(0) = 0 (aording to the third assumption of (3.2) then F1(0) =F 01(0) = 0, onsequently F1(u) = R(u)u2 with jR(u)j � C(1 + jujq2) and(3.16) �F1(u); e�"jx�x0j� � C Zx2
 e�jx�x0jkR(u)u2;
 \B1x0k0;1 dx �� CkR(u)kb;0;n Zx2
 e�"jx�x0jku;
 \ B1x0k21;2 dx �� Q(kukb;1;2)�juj2 + jrxuj2; e�"jx�x0j�21



Here we have used Sobolev embedding theorem, Holder inequality and the fat thatkR(u);
kb;0;n � C(1 + ku;
kq2b;0;q2n) � Q(ku;
kb;1;2)Note also that Q � onst for n � 4 sine q2 = 0.Inserting this estimate to (3.4) we derive (3.15).Corollary 3.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then the followingestimate is valid:(3.17) k�u(t)k2Eb(
) � Q1(k�u(0)kEb(
))e�Æt + C(f2) + Ckgk2L2b(R+�!)where Q1 depends of f1 and independent of the initial onditions �u(0).Indeed, applying the supremum with respet to x0 2 
 to both sides of (3.16)and using the estimates (1.17) we obtain (3.17).Remark 3.2. Note that all results of this Setion remains valid for the limit aseq1 = 2=(n� 2) but we will essentially use the fat that q1 < 2=(n� 2) in order toonstrut the attrator for the equation (3.1).Remark 3.3. Note also that the assertion of Theorem 3.1 and it's proof remainsvalid for the nonlinear funtions f = f(u; x) whih depends expliitly on x 2 
 ifthis funtion satis�es the onditions (3.2) for every �xed x and the onstant C in(3.2) is independent of x. We will use this fat in Setion 12.Part 2. The attrators.In this Part we onstrut the attrators for the equation (0.1).The autonomous ase of the equation (0.1) is onsidered in Setion 4.The general nonautonomous ase is onsidered in Setion 5. We onstrut therethe loally ompat attrator A (i.e. the attrator whih is ompat only in Elo(
)and give examples whih show that this attrator may be not globally (in Eb(
))ompat.The partiular ase of equations (0.1) for whih the loally ompat attratoronstruted in previous Setion will be in a fat the globally ompat attrator isstudied in Setion 6. x4 The autonomous attrator.In this Setion we onsider the attrator for the equation (3.1) under the addi-tional assumption(4.1) g(t) � g 2 L2b(
)The general ase will be onsidered in the next Setion.The assumption (4.1) together with Corollary 3.2 imply that under the onditionsof Setion 3 the equation (3.1) generates a semigroup St : Eb(
) ! Eb(
) de�nedby formula(4.2) Stu(0) = u(t) where u(t) is a solution of (3.1)22



Moreover, it follows from Corollary 3.2 that this semigroup possesses a boundedabsorbing set B in the spae Eb(
), i.e. for any other bounded subset B � �b(
)there exists T = T (B) suh thatStB � B if t � TIt seems natural to onsider the attrator of (4.2) in the 'uniform' topology ofthe spae Eb(
) but, in ontrast to the ase of bounded domains the problem ofexistene of the ompat attrator in a 'uniform' topology (i.e. in Eb(
)) is moredeliate. The main diÆulty is the non ompatness of the embedding E�b (
) �Eb(
) for � > 0. That is why we annot derive the existene of the attrator usingonly the asymptotially smoothing arguments and should ontrol the behavior ofsolutions when jxj ! 1 in a more preise way.In order to do that we assume in addition that the funtion f2 whih has beenintrodued in (3.2) equals zero identially and right-hand side(4.3) g 2 _L2b(
)Reall, that roughly speaking, (4.3) means that g should deay when jxj ! 1 butthe rate of deaying may be arbitrary slow.Remark 4.1. Note that as it shown in Lemma 4.1 and Remark 4.2, without theseassumptions the ompat attrator in Eb(
) may not exist (and do not exist for anumber of interesting from the physial point of view examples of equations (3.1)).In order to onsider suh equations we will onstrut below the loally ompatattrator (i.e. the attrator in Elo(
)) whih exists in general situation.Reall �rstly the de�nition of the attrator (see e.g. [2℄ for details).De�nition 4.1. The set A � Eb(
) is de�ned to be the attrator of the semigroupSt if the following assumptions hold:1. The set A is ompat in Eb(
).2 The set A is stritly invariant with respet to St, i.e.StA = A for t � 03. The set A is the attrating set for St in Eb(
), i.e. for every neighborhoodO(A) of A in the topology of the spae Eb(
) and for every bounded in uniformtopology subset B � Eb(
) there exists T = T (O; B) suh thatStB � O(A) if t � TTheorem 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold with f2 � 0 and let theright-hand side g satisfy (4.3). Then the semigroup St, de�ned by (4.2), possessesthe (globally ompat) attrator A in the sense of De�nition 4.1 whih has thefollowing struture:(4.4) A = K��t=0where we denote by K the set of all solutions of (3.1), de�ned and bounded for allt 2 R (supt2R ku(t)kEb(
) <1).The proof of this Theorem will be given in Setion 6 for a more general nonau-tonomous ase.Let us disuss now the problem of the globally ompat attrator's existene inthe ase where the f2 6= 0 or the right-hand side g does not deay when jxj ! 1.For simpliity we restrit ourselves to onsider only the ase 
 = Rn .23



Lemma 4.1. Let 
 = Rn and the right-hand side g be independent of x. Let ussuppose also that the attrator A of the problem (3.1) is ompat in the spae Eb(
).Then(4.5) A � APEb(Rn )Here we denote by APEb(Rn ) the spae of almost-periodi funtions (in Stepanovsense) whih belong to Eb(Rn )Proof. Let � 2 A. Then by de�nition, we should verify that the hull(4.6) H(�) = fT hx u0; h 2 RngEb(Rn); where (T hx �)(x) = �(x+ h)is ompat in Eb(Rn ). (Here and below we denote by f�gX the losure in thetopology of the spae X .)Note that our equation is invariant with respet to T hx sine � 2 A impliesH(�) �A. But aording to our assumptions A is ompat in Eb(
) and onsequently thehull H(�) is ompat in Eb(Rn ). Lemma 4.1 is proved.Remark 4.2. It is worth to emphasize now that the obtained embedding A �AP (Rn ) is not natural. Indeed, onsider the equation(4.7) �2t u+ �tu��xu+ u3 � �2u = 0in Rn , Then, the equilibria point u0(x) = � tanh � �21=2x1� evidently belongs to theattrator A (if it exists) but not almost periodi. Thus, aording to Lemma 4.1,the equation (4.7) does not possess a globally ompat attrator (in Eb(
)).That is why we will onstrut now the loally ompat attrator (i.e. the at-trator whih attrats bounded in Eb(
) sets in the topology of the spae Elo(
))for the equation (3.1) whih in fat more natural for the unbounded domains (seee.g. [14℄, [21℄, [28℄).De�nition 4.2. The set A = Alo � Eb(
) is de�ned to be the loally ompatattrator of the semigroup St (the (Eb(
); Elo(
))-attrator in the notations of[2℄) if the following assumptions hold:1. The set A is ompat in Elo(
).2 The set A is stritly invariant with respet to St, i.e.StA = A for t � 03. The set A is the attrating set for St in loal topology, i.e. for every neigh-borhood O(A) of A in the topology of the spae Elo(
) and for every bounded inuniform topology subset B � Eb(
) there exists T = T (O; B) suh thatStB � O(A) if t � TReall that the �rst ondition means that the restrition A��
1 is ompat inE(
1) for every bounded 
1 � 
.Analogously, the third ondition means that for every bounded 
1 � 
, everybounded B in Eb(
) and every E(
1)-neighborhood O(A��
1) of the restritionA��
1 there exists T = T (
1;O; B) suh that(StB)��
1 � O(A��
1) if t � TTheorem 4.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 be valid. Then the semigroupSt, de�ned by (4.2), possesses the loally ompat attrator A in the sense of De�-nition 4.2 whih has the struture (4.4).The proof of this theorem will be given in the next Setion for a more generalnonautonomous ase. 24



x5 The nonautonomous loally ompat attrator.In this Setion we onsider the general ase of the equation (3.1) where the right-hand side g = g(t) depends on t. In order to onstrut the loally ompat attratorfor the nonautonomous equation (the nonautonomous analogue of Theorem 4.2) wewill use the approah, developed in [4℄, [6℄ and [28℄.Together with our initial equation we will onsider simultaneously a family ofequation of the type (3.1), obtained from the initial one by positive shifting alongthe t axis and by taking a losure in the orresponding topology.To be more preise we onsider the family of problems of type (3.1)(5.1) �2t u+ �tu��xu+ �0u+ f(u) = bg(t); bg 2 H+(g)where in ontrast to the ase of almost-periodi funtions (see (4.6)) we de�ne thehull by taking the losure of the set fThg; h 2 R+g ( (Th)g(t) = (T thg) = g(t+ h))in a loal topology of L2lo(R+ �
) := L2lo(R+L2lo(
)):(5.2) H+(g) := fThg; h 2 R+gL2lo(R+�
)The main requirement to the right-hand side g of the initial equation (3.1) is: thehull H+(g) is ompat in the spae L2lo(R+ �
). The funtions, whih satisfy thisassumption, is alled translation-ompat in L2lo(R+ ; L2lo) (following to [4℄).More general, a set of funtions � 2 L2lo(R+ ; L2lo(
)) is alled translation om-pat if their hull(5.3) H+(�) := fTh�; h 2 R+gL2lo(R+�
)is ompat in L2lo(R+ �
).Let us formulate now a number of neessary and suÆient onditions for sets tobe translation ompat. The following evident proposition redue this problem tothe ase where 
 is bounded.Proposition 5.1. The set � 2 L2lo(R+ �
) is translation-ompat in L2lo if andonly if the restrition ���
1 is translation-ompat in L2lo(R+ ; L2(
1)) for everybounded subdomain 
1 � 
.Indeed, by de�nitionH+(�) is ompat in L2lo(R+�
) if and only ifH+(���
1) =H+(�)��
1 is ompat in L2lo(R+ ; L2(
1)) for every bounded 
1 � 
.Thus it remains to formulate neessary and suÆient onditions for the transla-tion ompatness for the ase where 
1 is bounded.Note for the �rst that by de�nition a set � 2 L2lo(R+ � 
1) is translation-ompat in L2lo(R+ ; L2(
1)) if and only if the set(5.4) f(Th�)��t2[0;1℄; h 2 R+g �� L2([0; 1℄�
1)(is preompat in the spae L2([0; 1℄�
1)). Therefore, every translation-ompatset � 2 L2lo(R+ �
1) belongs to L2b(R+ ; L2(
1)) and bounded in this spae.The following Proposition gives these onditions in the spirit of Arela-Asolitheorem. 25



Proposition 5.2. Let 
1 � 
 be a bounded domain. Then a set � 2 L2b(R+ �
1)is translation-ompat in L2lo(R+ ; L2(
1)) if and only if the following onditionshold:(a) for any �xed t > 0 the set fR t+ss g(z)dz; s 2 R+ ; g 2 �g is preompat in thespae L2(
1);(b) there exists a funtion �(s), s � 0, �(s)! 0 as s! 0, suh thatZ t+1t kg(z)� g(z + l)k2L2(
1)dz � �(jlj) 8t 2 R+ ; t+ l 2 R+ ; g 2 �The proof of Proposition 5.2 is given in [5℄.Corollary 5.1. Let 
1 be a bounded domain in Rn and let(5.5) � 2 W�;2b (R+ �
1)); � > 0and bounded in this spae. Then � is translation-ompat in L2lo(R+ ; L2(
1)).Remark 5.1. Note that the assumption (5.5) is not neessary for the translation-ompatness. Indeed, any periodi, quasiperiodi, or almost periodi funtion isevidently translation-ompat. Moreover, if g is translation-ompat in L2lo(R+ �
) and g1 2 L2lo(R+ � 
) satisfy the ondition supp g � [0; T ℄� 
 then g + g1 isalso translation-ompat. Thus, in ontrast to the onept of almost periodiity,the translation-ompatness is some kind of regularity ondition when t!1.The following Proposition shows the relations between the translation- ompat-ness and smoothness.Proposition 5.3. Let 
1 be bounded domain. Let TC2(R+ �
1) be the losure ofthe set C1b (R+ �
1) in the spae L2b(R+ �
1)(5.6) TC2(R+ �
1) = �C1b (R+ �
1)	L2b(R+�
1)Then g is translation-ompat in L2lo(R+ �
1) if and only if g 2 TC2(R+ �
1).The proof of this proposition is given in [28℄.Let us return now to the family of equations (5.1). De�ne a semigroup fSt; t � 0g,ating on the extended phase spae Eb �H+(g), by formula(5.7) St(�u(0); bg) := (�ubg (t); Ttbg)where ubg(t) is the solution of the problem (3.1) with the right-hand bg 2 H+(g) and�u(0) 2 Eb(
).Theorem 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold and let the right-handside g be translation-ompat in L2lo(R+ � 
). Then the semigroup St possessesthe (Eb(
)�H+(g); Elo(
)�H+(g))-attrator A (see De�nition 4.2).Proof. Aording to the abstrat theorem whih gives the suÆient onditions forthe attrator's existene (see e.g. [2℄) we should verify the following assumptions.1. The semigroup St is ontinuous for every �xed t � 0 in the topology ofElo �H+(g) on every bounded subset of Eb(
).2. This semigroup possesses the attrating set whih is ompat in Elo(
) �H+(g).The �rst assertion is evident (see Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 2.1). Thus, itremains to verify the seond one. To this end we need the following Lemma.26



Lemma 5.1. Consider the family of linear problems(5.8) � �2t v + �tv ��xv + �0v = h(t); h 2 �v���
 = 0; �v��t=0 = 0where ; �0 > 0. Assume that the funtional set � is bounded in L2b(R+ � 
) andtranslation ompat in L2lo(R+ �
). Then the set(5.9) L(�) := f�v;h(T ) : T 2 R+ ; h 2 �g(where �h;v means the solution of (5.8) with the right-hand h) is preompat in thespae Elo(
).Proof. Indeed, onsider a sequene �v;hn(tn), hn 2 �, tn 2 R+ . Our aim is toextrat the onverging in Elo(
) subsequene from this sequene.It is suÆient to onsider only the following two ases:1. tn ! T0 2 R+ .2. tn !1.Let us onsider the �rst ase. Sine � is preompat in L2lo(R+ ; L2lo) thenwithout loss of generality we may assume that hn ! h in L2([0; T0 + 1℄; L2lo). Welaim that(5.10) limn!1 �v;hn(tn) = �v;h(T0)Indeed, aording to Theorem 2.1, for every R > 0k�v;hn(tn)� �v;h(tn)k2E(
\BR0 ) � CR Z tn0 �jhn(s)� h(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� ds! 0(sine hn ! h in L2([0; T0+1℄; L2lo) and the sequene hn is bounded in L2b(R+�
)).Moreover, sine �v;h(t) is ontinuous in L2lo (due to Theorem 2.1) thenk�v;h(tn)� �v;h(T0)kE(
\BR0 ) ! 0Thus, (5.10) is proved if tn ! T0 2 R+ .Let us onsider now ase tn !1. Sine the set � is translation ompat in L2lothen without loss of generality we may assume that(5.11) bhn := Ttnhn ! hin the spae L2lo(R � 
) (here we have used the fat that tn ! +1). Note alsothat h 2 L2b(R � 
). Denote by �(t) = �h(t), t 2 R a unique (due to the estimate(2.6)) solution of the equation�2t � + �t� ��x� + �0� = hwhih de�ned for every t 2 R and bounded. We laim that(5.12) limn!1 �v;hn(tn) = ��(0)27



Indeed, aording to the estimate (2.6), and the evident fat that (Ttn�v;hn)(0) =�v;hn(tn)(5.13) k�v;hn(tn)� ��(0)k2E(
\BR0 ) � Ce�Ætnk��(�tn)k2Eb(
)++ CR Z 0�tn eÆs �jbhn(s)� h(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� dsNote that the seond integral in the right-hand side of (5.13) tends to 0 aordingto (5.11) and due to the fat that the sequene Ttnhn is bounded in L2b(R � 
).The �rst one tends to 0 sine k��(�tn)kEb is uniformly bounded and tn !1 whenn!1. Lemma 5.1 is proved.Now we are in a position to omplete the proof of the theorem.Note for the �rst that the estimate (3.17) together with the evident fat(5.14) kbgkL2b(R+�
) � kgkL2b(R+�
) for bg 2 H+(g)imply that the set(5.15) B := fk�ukEb � Rg �H+(g)will be the attrating (and even the absorbing) set for the semigroup (5.7) if Rlarge enough. (but this set is not ompat in Elo �H+(g)).Thus, it remains to onstrut the ompat attrating set for the semigroup Stonly for the initial data belonging to the absorbing set B . To this end we representevery solution u of the problem (5.1) as a sum of two funtions(5.16) u(t) = v(t) + w(t)where the funtion v satis�es the linear equation(5.17) �2t v + �tv + �0v ��xv = 0; �v(0) = �u(0)and the funtion w satis�es the equation(5.18) �2tw + �tw + �0w ��xw = �f(u) + bg(t); �w(0) = 0Aording to Theorem 2.1, the funtion v deays exponentially when t!1:(5.19) k�v(t)k2Eb � Ce�Ætk�u(0)k2EbLet us study the equation (5.18). We laim that the set(5.20) � := f�f(u) + bg : u is a solution of (5.1) ; (�u(0); bg) 2 Bgis bounded in L2b(R+ �
) and translation ompat in L2lo(R+ �
). Indeed, sinethe exponent q1 in the onditions (3.2) is stritly less then the limit one 2=(n� 2)then it is not diÆult to derive using Holder inequality and Sobolev embeddingtheorem that there exists � = �(q1; n) > 0 suh that(5.21) kf(u);
kb;0;2(1+�) + kf(u);
kb;1;1+�++ kf 0(u)�tu;
kb;0;1+� � C(1 + k�ukq1Eb(
))28



Consequently, the set(5.22) �1 := f�f(u) : u is a solution of (5.1) ; (�u(0); bg) 2 Bgis bounded in L2(1+�)b (R+ � 
) \W 1+�;2b (R+ �
) and therefore, aording to theinterpolation theorem, �1 is bounded in the spae W �;2b (R+ � 
). Corollary 5.1implies now that �1 is translation ompat in L2lo(R+ �
).Note that H+(�) � H+(�1) +H+(g)onsequently (sine g is translation ompat) the set � is also translation ompatin L2lo(R+ �
).Applying now the result of Lemma 5.1 to the equation (5.18) we derive that theset L(�), de�ned by (5.9) is preompat in Elo(
). The estimate (5.19) impliesnow that the set K = fL(�)gElo(
) �H+(g)be the ompat in Elo � H+(g) attrating set for the semigroup St, de�ned by(5.7). Theorem 5.1 is proved.De�nition 5.1. The projetion A = �1A to the �rst omponent of the attratorA is alled the (uniform) attrator of the family (5.1) or the (nonautonomous)attrator of the equation (3.1).Corollary 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold. Then the equation (3.1)possesses the attrator A.Remark 5.2. There exists the internal de�nition of the attrator A without usingthe orresponding semigroup in the extended phase spae. Namely, the set A isalled the uniform attrator of the family (5.1) if the following onditions hold:1. A � Eb is ompat in Elo.2. For every bounded B � Eb and every neighborhoodO(A) of A in the topologyof Elo there exists T = T (O; B), suh that�u(t) 2 O(A)for every solution �u(t) of the equation (5.1) with �u(0) 2 B, the right-hand sideh 2 H+(g) and t � T .3. The set A is minimal set whih satisfy the ondition 1 and 2.It is proved in [4℄ that the attrator thus de�ned oinides with the attrator,de�ned above.We study now the struture of the obtained attrator A. To this end we needthe next de�nitionsDe�nition 5.2. Let !(g) be the attrator (!-limit set) of the semigroup fTh; h 2R+g, ating in the ompat metri spae H+(g), i.e. (see [2℄, [4℄, [16℄)(5.23) !(g) = \h�0 �[s�hTsH+(g)	L2lo(R+�
)29



De�nition 5.3. Let us denote by Z(g) the set of funtions b� 2 L2b(R � 
) whihsatisfy the ondition:(5.24) �+(Thb�) � !(g) for every h 2 Rwhere �+ is the restrition operator to the semiaxis t 2 R+ .It is known (see e.g. [5℄) that the sets !(g) and Z(g) are not empty and ompatin the spaes L2lo(R+ � !) and L2lo(R � 
) orrespondingly. Moreover, for every� 2 !(g) there exists b� 2 Z(g) suh that �+b� = �, i.e(5.25) �+Z(g) = !(g)Theorem 5.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold. Then the attrator A ofthe equation (3.1) has the following struture(5.26) A = �0 [b�2Z(g) Kb�where Kb� is the union of all solutions bu of the equation (3.1) with the right-handside b� 2 Z(g) whih are de�ned for every t 2 R and bounded with respet to t 2 R(as usual �0u � u(0)).Theorem 5.2 is a orollary of general theorem whih desribes the struture ofnonautonomous attrators (see [4℄, [5℄).x6 The globally ompat attrator.In this Setion we onsider the partiular ase of the problem (3.1) where thenonlinear term f � f1 (i.e. f2 � 0 in the onditions (3.2) and the right-hand sideg(t) deays when jxj ! 1. To be more rigorous we assume that(6.1) g 2 L2b(R+ ; _L2b(
))and translation ompat in the spae L2lo(R+ ; _L2b(
)), i.e. it's hull H+(g), de�nedby (5.2) is ompat in the spae L2lo(R+ ; _L2b(
)). Note, that aording to theompatness riteria in _L2b(
) (see Proposition 1.3 and Remark 1.2), a funtion g 2L2b(R+ ; _L2b(
)) is translation ompat in L2lo(R+ ; _L2b) if and only if it is translationompat in L2lo(R+ �
) and the following ondition is valid:(6.2) Z T+1T kg(t);
 \ B1x0k20;2 dt � 	(jx0j); for all T 2 R+ and x0 2 
where the monotoni funtion 	(R), R 2 R+ tends to 0 when R!1. Moreover ifthe assumption (6.2) holds then the topologies on H+(g) indued by the embeddingto L2lo(R+ �
) and by the embedding to L2lo(R+ ; _L2b(
)) will oinide.The main result of this Setion is the following theorem.30



Theorem 6.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold and let in addition f2 � 0and the right-hand side g is translation ompat in L2lo(R+ ; _L2b(
)). Then theloally ompat attrator A of the the semigroup (5.7) whih has been onstrutedin Theorem 5.1 will be ompat in Eb(
)�H+(g) and will oinide with the globallyompat attrator of the semigroup (5.7) ating on the extended phase spae Eb(
)�H+(g) (see De�nition 4.1).Proof. Let us verify for the �rst that the set A is ompat in Eb(
) � H+(g) orwhih is the same the set A := �1A (see De�nition 5.1) is ompat in Eb(
). Sinedue to Theorem 5.1 the set A is ompat in Elo(
) then it remains to verify that(6.3) k�uk2E(
\B1x0 ) � 	1(jx0j) for every �u 2 Awith 	1(R) ! 0 when R ! 1. Indeed, let �u 2 A. Then aording to Theorem5.2 there exists bg 2 Z(g) and the omplete bounded solution �u(t) (i.e. �u 2L1(R; Eb (
)) suh that �u = �u(0). The estimate (3.15) implies now that(6.4) k�u(0)k2Eb(
\B1x0 ) � e�ÆtQ(k�u(�t)kEb) + C Z 0�t eÆs �jbh(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j�Passing to the limit t ! �1 in (6.4) and using the fat that the solution �u(t) isbounded we derive the estimate(6.5) k�u(0)k2Eb(
\B1x0 ) � C Z 0�1 eÆs �jbh(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j�Sine g is translation ompat in L2lo(R+ ; _L2b(
)) then (6.2) is valid and onse-quently (by the de�nition of Z(g)) the funtion bh 2 Z(g) satis�es (6.2) with thesame funtion 	 (but for every T 2 R instead of T 2 R+ ). Thus, aording toProposition 1.4 and Remark 1.2,(6.6) C Z 0�1 eÆs �jbh(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� � 	1(jx0j)where 	1 depends only on 	, Æ and " (and independent of the onrete hoieof �u). The estimates (6.5) and (6.6) imply (6.3). Therefore the attrator A isompat in _Eb(
).Let us verify now that the set A attrats bounded subsets of Eb(
) in a uniformtopology (i.e. in Eb(
)). Indeed, assume that it is not true. Then there exists asequene of the right-hand sides hn 2 H+(g), a sequene of solutions �un(t) of theequation (5.1) with the right-hand side hn and (�un(0); hn) 2 B and sequene oftime moments tn !1 suh that(6.7) distEb (�un(tn);A) � "0 > 0Note, that sine A is the loally ompat attrator then there exists � 2 A suhthat �un(tn)! � when n!1. The latter means that for every R > 0(6.8) k�un(tn)� �kEb(
\BR0 ) ! 0 for n!131



Note also that aording to the estimates (3.15) and (6.6)(6.9)lim supn!1 k�un(tn)k2Eb(
nBR0 ) � C supjx0j�R supn2NZ 10 e�Æs �jhn(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� � 	1(R)Reall that 	1(R)! 0 when R!1.The estimates (6.8) and (6.9) (together with the fat that � 2 _Eb(
) implies thatk�un(tn)� �kEb(
) ! 0 when n!1whih ontradits the assumption (6.7). Theorem 6.1 is proved.Part 3. Kolmogorov's "-entropy and attrators.This part is devoted to study Kolmogorov's "-entropy of the attrators on-struted above.For the reader onveniene we reall �rstly (in Setion 7) the de�nition of theentropy and give some examples of asymptoti behavior of this entropy for thetypial sets in the funtional spaes.The estimates for di�erenes of solutions of (0.1) whih have a fundamentalsigni�ane for our entropy estimations are obtained in Setion 8.The upper bounds of the entropy in general ase of loally ompat attratorsare given in Setion 9.These estimates are essentially improved in Setion 10 for the partiular asewhere (0.1) possesses the globally ompat attrator.And �nally in Setion 11 using the in�nite dimensional unstable manifolds teh-nique developed in [10℄, [28℄ we obtain the lower bounds of the entropy for the ase
 = Rn and prove the sharpness of upper estimates obtained before.x7 Definitions and typial examples.In this Setion we reall briey the de�nition of "-entropy and give the upperand lower estimates of it when "! 0 for the typial sets in funtional spaes. Forthe detailed study of this onept see [18℄, [20℄.De�nition 7.1. Let M be a metri spae and let K be preompat subset of it.For a given " > 0 let N"(K) = N"(K;M ) be the minimal number of "-balls in Mwhih over the set K (this number is evidently �nite by Hausdor� riteria). Byde�nition, Kolmogorov's "-entropy of K in M is the following number(7.1) H " (K) = H " (K;M ) � lnN"(K)Example 7.1. Let K be ompat n-dimensional Lipshitz manifold in M . Thenthe evident estimates imply that(7.2) C1�1"�n � N"(K) � C2�1"�nand onsequently(7.3) H " (K) = (n+ o(1)) ln 1"when "! 0.This example justi�es the following de�nition32



De�nition 7.2. The fratal (box-ounting) dimension of the set K �� M is de-�ned to be the following number:(7.4) dimF (K) = dimF (K;M ) = lim sup"!0 H " (K)ln 1"Note that the fratal dimension dimF (K) 2 [0;1℄ is de�ned for any ompat setin M but may be not integer if K is not a manifold.Example 7.2. Let M = [0; 1℄ and let K be the ternary Cantor set in M . Then itis not diÆult to obtain that(7.5) C1 �1"�d � N"(K) � C2�1"�d ; d = ln 2ln 3and onsequently dimF (K) = d = ln 2ln 3 .Consider now the examples of in�nite dimensional sets (i.e. dimF (K) =1).The following two examples give the typial asymptoti for the entropy in thespaes of analytial funtions.Example 7.3. Let K be the set of all analyti funtions f in a ball B(R) of radiusR > 1 in C n suh that kfkL1(B(R)) � 1 and let M be the spae C(BRe), whereBRe = fz 2 C n : Im zi = 0 ; jzj � 1g. Thus, K onsists of all funtions fromC(BRe) whih an be extended holomorphially to the ball B(R) � C n and theC-norm of this extension is not greater then one. Then(7.6) C1 �ln 1"�n+1 � H " (K;M ) � C2�ln 1"�n+1For the proof of this estimate see [18℄.Example 7.4. Let M be the same as in previous example and let K be the set ofall funtions f in M whih an be extended to the entire funtion bf in C n whihsatisfy the estimate(7.7) j bf(z)j � K1eK2jzj; z 2 C nThen, as proved in [18℄,(7.8) C1 �ln 1"�n+1�ln ln 1"�n � H " (K) � C2 �ln 1"�n+1�ln ln 1"�nThe next example gives the typial asymptoti for the entropy in the lass ofSobolev spaes in bounded domains.Example 7.5. Let 
 be smooth bounded domain in Rn andW l1;p1(
) ��W l2;p2(
) ; 0 � li <1; 1 < pi <1; l1 > l2i.e., aording to the embedding theorem l1n � 1p1 > l2n � 1p2 .Let now M =W l2;p2(
) and K be the unitary ball in W l1;p1(
). Then(7.9) C1 �1"� nl1�l2 � H " (K) � C2�1"� nl1�l2The proof of this estimate an be found in [20℄.The following proposition, whih will be essentially used in the next Setion givesthe estimate of the onstants Ci in (7.9) in dependene on the 'size' of 
 in thepartiular ase E�b (
) � Eb(
) 33



Proposition 7.1. Let 
 be a bounded domain, whih satis�es the onditions (1.5)and (1.6), M = Eb(
) and let K be the unitary ball in E�b (
), � > 0. Then(7.10) H " (K ) � C vol(
)�1"�n=� for " < "0where vol(
) is n-dimensional volume of 
. Moreover onstants C and "0 in (7.10)depends only on K and R0 from the assumptions (1.5) and (1.6).The proof of this Theorem is ompletely analogous to the proof of [28, Proposi-tion 7.1℄. That is why we omit it here.Let us onsider now the lass of funtions whih will be used in the next Setionsin order to obtain the lower bounds of "-entropy of attrators.De�nition 7.3. Let us denote by B� (Rn ) the subspae of L1(Rn ) whih onsistsof all funtions � with the Fourier transform b� satisfying the ondition(7.11) supp b� � [��; �℄nIt is well-known that every funtion � 2 B� an be extended to entire funtion~�(z) 2 A(C n ) whih satisfy the estimate(7.12) supx2Rn j~�(x+ iy)j � Ck�;Rnk0;1e�Pni=1 jyijMoreover, every funtion � 2 L1, whih possesses the entire extension ~� whihsatis�es (7.12) belongs in fat to the spae B� .Example 7.6. Let K = B(0; 1; B� ), M = L2b(BR0 ). Then(7.13) H " (B(0; 1; B� ); L2b(BR0 )) � C(R +K ln 1" )n ln 1"Moreover C and K are independent of R.For the proof of this estimate see for instane [28℄. We formulate in onlusionthe lower bounds for the entropy form Example 7.6.Proposition 7.2. The following estimate is valid for R � R0 and " < "0(7.14) H " �B(0; 1; B� ); L2b(BR0 )� � CRn ln 1"where the onstant C is independent of R and ".For the proof of (7.14) see for instane [18℄, or [28℄. Thus, the estimate (7.13) issharp for R � ln 1" and R >> ln 1" . For the ase R << ln 1" we formulate only thefollowing result.Proposition 7.3. For every Æ > 0 there exists CÆ > 0 suh that(7.15) H " �B(0; 1; B� ); L2(B10)� � CÆ �ln 1"�n+1�Æ34



And onsequently, the estimate (7.13) is sharp for the ase R << ln 1" also.The estimate (7.15) has been obtained in [28, Theorem 9.2℄ for the spae C(B1x0).The estimate (7.15) for the spae L2(B1x0) an be easily derived from it's analoguein the spae C(B1x0). Indeed, aording to the interpolation inequality (see e.g.[20℄)(7.16) ku;B1x0k0;1 � Cku;B1x0k1=20;2 ku;B1x0k1=2N;2for N > n. Moreover, it follows from the de�nition of the lass B � that(7.17) ku;Rnkb;N;2 � C�;Nku;Rnkb;0;2(Partiularly, the norms of the spaes Cb(Rn ) and L2b(Rn ) are equivalent on B � .)The estimates (7.16) and (7.17) imply that(7.18) ku1 � u2; B1x0k0;1 � Cku1 � u2; B1x0k1=20;2for all u1; u2 2 K := B(0; 1; B� ) and onsequentlyH " �K;L2(B1x0)� � HC"1=2 �K;C(B1x0)�Proposition 7.3 is proved.x8 The estimates for differenes of solutions.In this Setion we derive a number of estimates for di�erenes between the solu-tions belonging to the attrator or to the appropriate neighborhood of it. We willuse these estimates in the next Setions in order to estimate the "-entropy of theattrator.Theorem 8.1. Let u1; u2 be two solutions of the equation (3.1) with the right-handsides g1 and g2 respetively and let the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then thedi�erene v(t) = u1(t)� u2(t) an be represented in the following form(8.1) u1(t)� u2(t) = Pu1;u2(t) +Ru1;u2(t)where(8.2) kPu1;u2(t);
 \ B1x0k21+�;2 + k�tPu1;u2(t);
 \ B1x0k2�;2 �� CeKt Z t0 �jg1(s)� g2(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� ds+CeKt �jv(0)j2 + jrxv(0)j2 + j�tv(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j�with the appropriate 0 < � < 1=2 and(8.3) kRu1;u2(t);
 \B1x0k21;2 + k�tRu1;u2(t);
 \ B1x0k20;2 �� C Z t0 �jg1(s)� g2(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� ds+Ce�Æt �jv(0)j2 + jrxv(0)j2 + j�tv(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j�35



Moreover, the onstants Æ; " > 0 depend only on the equation (3.1) and onstantsK and C depends on the norms k�ui(0)kEb (but independent of the onrete hoieof u1 and u2).Proof. Note for the �rst that the funtion v satis�es the equation(8.4) �2t v + �tv + �0v ��xv + l(t)v = h(t)where h = g1 � g2 and l(t) = R 10 f 0(su1(t) + (1� s)u2(t)) ds whih has the form of(2.1). Note also, that aording to the assumptions (3.2), one an easily derive usingHolder inequality and Sobolev embedding Theorem that l 2 Lpb(
) andrxl 2 Lqb(
)with(8.5) p = 8><>: 2n=(n� 2)q1 > n for n � 3<1 for n = 21 for n = 1 q = 8><>: 2 for n = 1 or n > 33=2 for n = 3< 2 for n = 2Moreover, for these exponents(8.6) kl(t);
k0;p;b + kl(t);
kb;1;q � Q(k�ui(0)kEb)for the appropriate funtion Q whih depends only on f and n.Let us deompose the funtion v in a sum v = w + � where w(t) satis�es theequation(8.7) �2tw + �tw + �0w ��xw = h; �w(0) = �v(0)and the funtion � satis�es(8.8) �2t � + �t� + �0� ��x� = �l(t)v; ��(0) = 0and denote Pu1;u2(t) := �(t), Ru1;u2(t) := w(t).Applying Theorem 2.1 to the equation (8.7) we obtain the estimate (8.3). Thus,it remains to prove (8.4). To this end we need the following analogue of Lemma2.2.Lemma 8.1. Let 0 < � < 1=2, the funtion l 2 Lp(Vx0) \ W 1;q(Vx0) and theexponents p; q; � satisfy the inequalities(8.9) 1: 1p + 1n < 1q < 12 + 1n ; 2: 1n > 1� �p + �qfor n � 2 (in the ase n = 1 we should replae the �rst inequality of (8.9) by1=q � 1=p+ 1=2). Then the following estimate is valid(8.10) klv; Vx0k�;2 � Ckv; Vx0k1;2where the onstant C depends on klkLpb\W 1;qb and independent of x0.The proof of this lemma is ompletely analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.3 sowe omit it here. 36



Inserting the exponents p and q omputed in (8.5) into the onditions (8.9) wederive that there exists suÆiently small positive � = �(n) suh that (8.9) andonsequently (2.19) are valid. Applying Theorem 2.2 to the equation (8.8) andusing Lemma 8.1 we obtain that(8.11) k�(t);
 \ B1x0k21+�;2 + k�t�(t);
 \B1x0k2�;2 �� C Z t0 eK(t�s) Z
 e�"jx�x0jkl(s)v(s); Vx0k2�;2 dx ds �� C1 Z t0 eK(t�s) Z
 e�"jx�x0jkv(s); Vx0k21;2 dx dsApplying Theorem 2.1 to the equation (8.4) we obtain the estimate(8.12) kv(t);
 \ B1x0k21;2 � CeK1t �jv(0)j2 + jrxv(0)j2 + j�tv(0)j2; e�"1jx�x0j�++ C Z t0 eK1(t�s) �jh(s)j2; e�"1jx�x0j�Inserting the estimate (8.12) in the inequality (8.11) and using the estimates (1.15)we derive the estimate (8.2). Theorem 8.1 is proved.Corollary 8.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 8.1 hold and let � be the weightfuntion with the rate of growth � (see De�nition 1.1). Then the funtions P :=Pu1;u2 and R := Ru1;u2 possess the following estimates(8.13) ( k�P(t)k2E�b;�(
) � CeKtk�v(0)k2Eb;�(
) + CeKtkg1 � g2k2L2b;�([0;t℄�
))k�R(t)k2Eb;�(
) � Ce�Ætk�v(0)k2Eb;�(
) + Ckg1 � g2k2L2b;�([0;t℄�
))where the onstant C depends only on C� and � introdued in (1.1) and is indepen-dent of the onrete hoie of the weight �.The proof of this orollary is analogous to the proof of Corollaries 2.1 and 2.2.Let us onsider now the partiular ase of equations (3.1) whih has been intro-dued in x6 (f2 � 0 and g is translation ompat in L2lo(R+ ; _L2b(
))) where theequation possesses the globally ompat attrator in Eb(
). The following theoremgives an improved version of the deomposition (8.1).Theorem 8.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold. Then there exist theonstants "; � > 0 suh that for every (�u1 (0); g1); (�u2(0); g2) 2 V�(A ) (where theneighborhood of V�(A) of the attrator A is understood in the uniform topology ofEb(
)�H+(g)) the following deomposition is valid(8.14) u1 � u2 = P 0u1;u2 +R0u1;u2and the funtions P 0 := P 0u1;u2 and R0 := R0u1;u2 satisfy the estimates(8.15) 8<: k�P0(t)k2E�b;e+"jxj (
) � CeKtk�v(0)k2Eb(
) + CeKtkg1 � g2k2L2b([0;t℄�
)k�R0(t)k2Eb(
) � Ce�Ætk�v(0)k2Eb(
) + Ckg1 � g2k2L2b([0;t℄�
)37



where the onstant C depends only on the equation and � the same as in previoustheorem.Proof. Note for the �rst that without loss of generality we may assume that f(0) =f 0(0) = 0. Indeed, f(v):v � 0 implies that f 0(0) � 0. Resaling if neessary theparameter �0 > 0 we may satisfy the ondition f 0(0) = 0. Then, aording to theassumptions (3.1) and Sobolev embedding theorem(8.16) kl(t); Vx0k0;p � Q�maxi=1;2 k�ui(t)kEb�maxi=1;2 k�ui(t)kE(Vx0 )with the appropriate funtion Q depending on f and the same exponent p as in(8.5).Let us introdue the ut o� funtion  K(x) 2 C10 (Rn ) suh that  K(x) = 1 forjxj � K and  K(x) = 0 for jxj > K + 1 where the large parameter K > 0 will be�xed below.We deompose the solution v of (8.4) in the following way v = v1 + v2 where(8.17) �tv1 + �tv1 ��xv1 + �0v1 + (1�  K)l(t)v1 = h(t); �v1(0) = �v(0)and the funtion v2 satis�es the equation(8.18) �tv2 + �tv2 ��xv2 + �0v2 + (1�  K)l(t)v2 = � K l(t)v; �v2(0) = 0Denote P 0u1;u2(t) := v2(t), R0u1;u2(t) = v1(t).We are going to apply Theorem 2.1 to the equation (8.17). Moreover, we aregoing to �x K large enough to guarantee the onstant Æ = ��CM2 introdued inTheorem 2.1 (with M := k(1�  K)lkL1(Lpb )) be positive. Indeed, sine (aordingto Theorem 6.1) the attrator A 2 _Eb(
) and possesses the uniform 'tale' estimate(6.3), then it is not diÆult do derive (using also the estimates (3.15) and (6.6))that for every � > 0 there exists a Eb-neighborhood V�(A ) of the extended attratorA suh that(8.19) � 1: StV�(A ) � V�(A )2: lim supK!1 k�kEb(
nBK0 ) � � for every � 2 �1V�(A )and onsequently there exists K = K(�) suh that(8.20) kO�(A)kEb(
nBK0 ) � 2�where we denote O�(A) := �1V�(A ).The estimate (8.16) implies now that(8.21) M =M(�) := k(1�  K(�))lkL1(R+;Lpb (
)) �� klkL1(R+;Lpb (
nBK(�)0 )) � CkO�(A)kEb(
nBK(�)0 ) � 2C�Note that (8.21) implies that the onstant Æ = ��CM2 will be positive if � smallenough. 38



We will assume below that the onstants � and K = K(�) is �xed small enoughto guarantee that Æ > 0 and will onsider the initial data (�ui(0); gi) only belongingto the neighborhood V�(A ).Applying the estimate (2.17) to the equation (8.17) we obtain the seond estimateof (8.15). Thus, it remains to obtain the �rst one.Applying the estimate of Theorem 2.2 to the equation (8.18) and using Lemma8.1 together with the fat that  K(x) = 0 if jxj > K + 1 we derive that(8.22) kv2(t);
 \ B1x0k21+�;2 + k�tv2(t);
 \ B1x0k2�;2 �� CeKt Z t0 Z
 e�"jx�x0jk K l(s)v(s); Vx0k2�;2 dx ds �� C1eKt Z t0 Z
\BK+10 e�"jx�x0jkv(s); Vx0k21;2 dx ds �� C2eKt�"jx0j Z t0 kv(s);
 \ BK+10 k21;2 dx dsMultiplying the estimate (8.22) by e"jx0j and estimating the integral in the right-hand side by (8.12) we derive that(8.23) e"jx0j �kv2(t);
 \B1x0k21+�;2 + k�tv2(t);
 \B1x0k2�;2� �� CeK1t �jv(0)j2 + jrxv(0)j2 + j�tv(0)j2; e�"jx�x0j�++ CeK1t Z t0 �jh(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� dsApplying the supremum over x0 2 
 to the both sides of (8.23) we obtain the �rstestimate of (8.15). Theorem 8.2 is proved.Remark 8.1. The main advantage of the deomposition (8.15) over the deomposi-tion (8.13) is the ompatness of the embedding E�b;e"jxj(
) � Eb(
) (the embeddingE�b;�(
) � Eb;�(
) is evidently not ompat).x9 The entropy for the loallyompat attrator: the upper bounds.In this Setion we obtain the upper estimates of "-entropy for the loally ompatattratorA of the equation (3.1) onstruted in Setion 5. Reall that this attratorompat only in F-spae Elo(
) but not in the uniform topology of Eb(
). That'swhy we will estimate the entropy of the restritions A��
\BRx0 . (The entropy ofglobally ompat attrator onstruted in Setion 6 will be onsidered in the nextSetion.)The main result of this Setion is the following theorem.Theorem 9.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be valid and let(9.1) vol
;x0(R) := vol(
 \ BRx0)Then for every R 2 R+ , x0 2 
 and 0 < " < 1(9.2) H " �A��
\BRx0 ; Eb(
 \ BRx0)� � C vol
;x0(R +K ln 1" ) ln 1"++ H "=L �!(g)��[0;K ln 1" ℄�
\BR+K ln 1"x0 ; L2b([0;K ln 1" ℄�
 \ BR+K ln 1"x0 )�39



where the onstants C, K and L are independent of R and x0 2 
.Proof. De�ne a family of weight funtions with the rate of growth 1 by the followingformula(9.3) �R;x0(x) = � eR�jx�x0j if jx� x0j � R1 if jx� x0j � RNote that we have de�ned these weight funtions in suh a way that(9.4) H " �A��
\BRx0 ; Eb(
 \ BRx0)� � H " �A; Eb;�R;x0 (
)�Hene, instead of estimating the entropy of the restrition A��
\BRx0 we will estimatebelow the entropy of the attrator in weighted Sobolev spaes Eb;�R;x0 (
).Note that the attrator A is bounded in Eb(
) (see Setion 5) sine there existsa ball B("0; 0; Eb(
)) whih ontains A (here and in the following we denote byB(R; u0; V ) the ball of radius R in the spae V entered in u0 and in the ase whenu0 =2 V the ball B(R; u0; V ) means u0 + B(R; 0; V ) ). Let u1(t) and u2(t) be twosolutions of the family (5.1) with the right-hand sides g1 and g2 respetively suhthat �ui(0) 2 B(2"0; 0; Eb(
)). Then, aording Theorem 8.1 and Corollary 8.1 thedi�erene v(t) = u1(t) � u2(t) an be represented in the form v(t) = P(t) +R(t).Moreover, there exists a suÆiently large time moment T0 > 0 (for simpliity weassume below that T0 = 1) suh that(9.5) 8<: k�P(1)kE�b;�R;x0 (
) � Ck�v(0)kEb;�R;x0 (
) + Ckg1 � g2kL2b;�R;x0 ([0;1℄�
)k�R(1)kEb;�R;x0 (
) � 1=8k�v(0)kEb;�R;x0 (
) + Ckg1 � g2kL2b;�R;x0 ([0;1℄�
)Here the onstant C in (8.5) is independent of �u1 ; �u2 2 B(2"0; 0; Eb). Moreover,sine �R;x0(x + y) � ejxj�R;x0(y)then this onstant is independent of R and x0 also.This deomposition admits to obtain the following reurrent formula for the"-entropy of the attratorLemma 9.1. The following reurrent inequality is valid(9.6) H "=2k �A; Eb;�R;x0 � � H " �A; Eb;�R;x0 �++ k lnMk(") + H "=(L2k ) �!(g); L2b;�R;x0 ([0; k℄�
)�where " � "0 and(9.7) lnMk(") � C vol
;x0(R +K ln 2k" )Moreover, the onstants C, K and L is independent of k, R, " and x0.Proof. Denote by Ug(t; s) : Eb(
) ! Eb(
), t � s the solving operator for theproblem (3.1) with the right-hand side g) (i.e �u(t) = Ug(t; s)�u(s) where �u(t) is a40



solution of (3.1)). Denote also by O�(S; V ) the �-neighborhood of the set S in thespae V .Let fB(�i0; "; Eb;�)g, i = 1; � � � ; N0(") be the initial "-overing of A. We will allthis system of balls by the "-system of 0th order. Let us �x also the "=C2k+2-overing of the set w(g)��[0;k℄�
. Let hj , j = 1; � � � ; Ng(") be the enters of thisovering. Having the "-system of 0th order we onstrut now the "=2-system of the1st order. To this end we onstrut �rstly the system(9.8) O"=4(B(vi;j1 ; C"+ "=2k+2); E�b;�); Eb;�); i = 1; � � � ; N0("); j = 1; � � � ; Ng(")of speial sets in Eb;� and with the onstant C the same as in the estimate (9.5) bytaking(9.9) vi;j1 = Uhj (1; 0)�i0Reall now that the set B(vi;j1 ; C" + "=2k+2); E�b;�) \ A is ompat in Eb;� andonsequently it an be overed by the �nite number of "=4-balls. Let(9.10) M1(") = maxi;j N"=4 �A\ B(vi;j1 ; C"+ "=2k+2); E�b;�); Eb;��Let us over now every ball B(vi;j1 ; C"+ "=2k+2); E�b;�) from (9.8) by �M1(") "=4-balls in Eb;�. Thus, inreasing twiely the radiuses in the obtained overing we willonstrut the "=2-system B(�i;j1 ; "=2; Eb;�), i = 1; � � � ; N 01("=2), j = 1; � � � ; Ng(") ofthe 1st order whih overs all of the sets (9.8) and has the number of balls(9.11) N1("=2) �M1(")N0(")Ng(")Note that by de�nition B(�i;j1 ; "=2; Eb;�) belongs to the overing of B(vi1;j1 ; C" +"=2k+2); E�b;�) (with the same j!).Having the "=2-system of the 1st order, we onstrut the "=4-system of 2nd order.To this end we onsider the system of sets(9.12) O"=8(B(vi;j2 ; C"=2 + "=2k+2); E�b;�); Eb;�)entered in vi;j2 = Uhj (2; 1)�i;j1 . Note that in ontrast to the �rst step we will nothange the funtion hj any more, i.e. if B(ui;j1 ; "=4; Eb;�) belongs to the overingof B(vi1;j ; C"+ "=2k+2; E�b;�) with vi1;j1 = Uhj (1; 0)�i10 then we apply the operatorUh(2; 1) to �i;j1 only(!) with h = hj . Covering now every (C"=2 + "=2k+2)-ballin E�b;� buy the �nite number of "=8-balls, and inreasing (as before) twiely theradiuses, we obtain the "=4-system B(�i;j2 ; "=4; Eb;�) of the 2nd order. Analogouslyto (9.10) we de�neM2(") = maxi;j N"=8 �A \ B(vi;j2 ; C"=2 + "=2k+2; E�b;�); Eb;��Then the number of "=4-balls in the overing of 2nd order not exeedN2("=4) �M2(")M1(")N0(")Ng(")41



Iterating the above proedure we obtain �nally the "=2k-system B(�i;jk ; "=2k; Eb;�)of kth order and the number of balls in this system not exeed(9.13) Nk("=2k) �M1(") � � �Mk(")N0(")Ng(")where(9.14) Ml(") = maxi;j N"=2l+1 �A\ B(vi;jl ; C"=2l�1 + "=2k+2; E�b;�); Eb;��We laim that "=2k-system of kth order overs A. Indeed, let � 2 A. Then due to(5.26) there exists �0 2 A and h 2 !(g) suh that � = �k = Uh(k; 0)�0. Let us �ndthe indexes i and j suh that(9.15) k�0 � �i0kEb;�R;x0 � " ; kh� hjkL2b;�R;x0 ([0;k℄�
) � "=C2k+2It is possible to do due to our assumptions. Let �l = Uh(l; 0)�0, l = 1; � � � ; k. Then,aording to the estimates (9.5) and (9.15),(9.16) �v(1) := �1 � vi;j1 = �P(1) + �R(1)and(9.17) k�R(1)kEb;� � "=8 + "=2k+2 � "=4; k�P(1)kE�b;� � C"+ "=2k+2and onsequently �1 2 O"=4(B(vi;j1 ; C"+"=2k+2; E�b;�); Eb;�). Therefore, there existsi1, suh that �1 2 B(�i1;j1 ; "=2; Eb;�). Applying the estimate (9.5) again we obtainthat �2 2 O"=8(B(vi1;j2 ; C"=2 + "=2k+2; E�b;�); Eb;�) and onsequently there existsi2 suh that �2 2 B(�i2;j2 ; "=4; Eb;�). Arguing analogously, we obtain �nally that� = �k 2 B(�ik;jk ; "=2k; Eb;�). Sine � 2 A is arbitrary then the "=2k-system of kthorder overs A.Note also that for every l 2 [0::k℄ we have used in the system of the lth order onlythe balls whih interset the attrator. Consequently, on every step of iteration wemay eliminate the balls whih do not interset the attrator. Sine " � "0 then wemay assume that �i;jl 2 O"0(A; Eb) � B(2"0; 0; Eb) for every i; j; l and onsequentlywe really an apply the estimates (9.5) to the di�erene (9.16).Thus, the estimate (9.13) implies now that(9.18) H "=2k �A; Eb;�R;x0 � � kXi=1 lnMi(")++ H " �A; Eb;�R;x0 �+ H "=C2k+2 �w(g); L2b;�R;x0 ([0; k℄�
)�To omplete the proof of the lemma it remains to estimate the numbers Mi(").It follows from Corollary 3.2 that(9.19) kAkEb(
) � K142



Consequently, aording to the estimate �R;x0(x)1=2 � "2l+3K1 if jx � x0j > R +K ln 2l+2" � R+K1 ln 2k" � Rk("), we obtain that(9.20)Ml(") � maxi;j N"=2l+1 �A \ B(vi;jl ; C"=2l�1 + "=2k+2; E�b;�R;x0 ); Eb;�R;x0� �maxi;j N"=2l+2 �A\ B(vi;jl ; C"=2l�2; E�b;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )); Eb;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )�� N"=2l+2 �B(0; C"=2l�2; E�b;�R;x0 (
 \BRk(")x0 )); Eb;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )� �� N1=(16C) �B(0; 1; E�b;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )); Eb;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )�Thus, it remains to estimate the entropy of the unitary E�b;�R;x0 (
\BRk(")x0 )-ball inthe spae Eb;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 ). To this end we need the smooth version of weightfuntion �R;x0 .Let the funtion  R;x0(x) 2 C10 (Rn ) satisfy the assumptions(9.21) 8><>: 1:  R;x0(x) = �R;x0(x) if jx�Rj > 12: rx R;x0 �  R;x0 ; r2x R;x0 �  R;x03: C 01�R;x0 �  R;x0 � C 02�R;x0It is not diÆult to verify that suh funtions exist. Moreover the onstants C 01 andC 02 are independent of R.Proposition 9.1. Let F : � !  1=2R;x0�. Then F realizes the linear isomorphizmbetween Eb and Eb;�R;x0 and also between E�b and E�b;�R;x0 . Moreover(9.22) C1k�kEb;�R;x0 (
\BRk(")) � kF�kEb(
\BRk(")) � C2k�kEb;�R;x0 (
\BRk("))where onstants C1 and C2 are independent of Rk, R, and x0 and the analogousfat hold for the spaes E�b .The proof of this fat an be obtained diretly using the assumptions (9.22) andthe expliit expression for the norms W 1+�;2 given by (1.12) (see also [28℄).Aording to Proposition 9.1 instead of estimating the entropy in weightedSobolev spaes Eb;�R;x0 it is suÆient to estimate it in the spaes Eb, i.e.(9.23) Ml(") � N1=(16C) �B(0; 1; E�b;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )); Eb;�R;x0 (
 \ BRk(")x0 )� �� N1=(C3) �B(0; 1; E�b (
 \ BRk(")x0 )); Eb(
 \ BRk(")x0 )�Applying the estimate (7.10) to the right-hand side of the estimate (9.23) we obtain�nally(9.24) lnMl(") � C4 vol
;x0 �R+K ln 2k" �Lemma 9.1 is proved. 43



Now we are in position to omplete the proof of Theorem 9.1.Aording to the de�nition of "0H "0 �A; L2b;�R;x0 (
)� = 0for any R and x0. Let us apply now the reurrent estimate (9.6) with " = "0. Thenwe will have(9.25) H "0 =2k �A; Eb;�R;x0 � � Ck vol
;x0 �R+K ln 2k"0�++ H "0 =2kL �!(g); L2b;�R;x0 ([0; k℄�
)�Let us �x an arbitrary � < "0 and take k = k(�) suh that(9.26) "02k�1 � � � "02k and onsequently 2k � 2"0�Then (9.25) and (9.26) imply that(9.27) H � �A; Eb;�R;x0 � � H "0=2k �A; Eb;�R;x0 � �� Ck vol
;x0 �R+K ln 2k"0�+ H L1 "0=2k �!(g); L2b;�R;x0 ([0; k℄�
)� �� C1 vol
;x0 �R+K1 ln 2�� ln 1� + H �=L2 �!(g); L2b;�R;x0 ([0;K1 ln 1� ℄�
)�Using the now the fat that k!(g)kL2b(R+�
) � C and arguing as in the proof of(9.20) we derive that(9.28) H " �A; Eb(
 \BRx0)� � C vol
;x0 �R+K ln 1"� ln 1"++ H "=L2 �!(g); L2b([0;K ln 1" ℄�
 \ BR+K ln 1"x0 )�Theorem 9.1 is proved.We onsider now a number of orollaries of the main Theorem 9.1.Corollary 9.1. Let the equation (3.1) be autonomous (g = g(x)). Then(9.29) H " �A; Eb(
 \ BRx0)� � C vol
;x0 �R+K ln 1"� ln 1"Partiularly, if 
 = Rn then vol
;x0(r) = rn and onsequently(9.30) H " �A; Eb(BRx0)� � C �R +K ln 1"�n ln 1"Taking R = ln 1" we obtain that(9.31) H " �A; Eb(Bln 1"x0 )� � C1 �ln 1"�n+144



Note that the estimate (9.30) gives the same type of upper bounds for R = 1 andR = ln 1" .Corollary 9.2. Let 
 be a bounded domain. Then Theorem 9.1 implies the esti-mate(9.32) H " (A; Eb(
)) � C vol(
) ln 1" + H "=L �!(g); L2b([0;K ln 1" ℄�
)�whih extends the estimate, obtained in [6℄ to the ase of hyperboli equations.Partiularly if the equation (3.1) is autonomous (g = g(x)), then the estimate(9.32) reets the well-known fat that in this ase the attrator A has the �nitefratal dimension.Corollary 9.3. Let 
 = Rk � !n�k be a ylindrial domain where ! is bounded.Then the estimate (9.30) gives the following bound of the "-entropy of the au-tonomous attrator(9.33) H " �A; Eb(
 \ BRx0)� � C �R+K ln 1"�k ln 1"Following to [7℄, [18℄ and [28℄ one may de�ne the entropy per unit volume forthe attrator A.De�nition 9.1. Let A � Eb(
) be a ompat set in the spae Elo(
). Then the"-entropy per unit volume is de�ned to be the following number(9.34) H "(A) = lim supR!1 H " �A; Eb(
 \BR0 )�vol
;0(R)Corollary 9.4. Let the equation (3.1) be autonomous. Then(9.35) H "(A) � C ln 1"Indeed, the estimate (9.35) is an immediate orollary of the estimate (9.30) andtrivial assertion(9.36) limR!1 vol
;x0(R+ C1)vol
;x0(R) = 1To formulate the result for the entropy per unit volume for the nonautonomousase we need the following de�nition (see [28℄)De�nition 9.2. Let the entropy per unit volume of the right-hand side be thefollowing number(9.37) H "(g) = lim supR!1 H "=L �!(g); L2b([0;K ln 1" ℄�
 \BR+K ln 1"0 )�vol
;0(R)Corollary 9.5. Let H "(g) <1. Then(8.38) H "(A) � C ln 1" + H "(g)45



Corollary 9.6. Note that if g(t; x) = �(t)g0(x) where g0 2 Lpb(
) and � istranslation-ompat in L1lo(R+ ) then H "(g) � 0 and onsequently(9.39) H "(A) � C ln 1"Remark 9.1. Let the right-hand side g be (t; x)-almost-periodi in C(R � Rn ).Then, it not diÆult to verify that H "(g) = 0 and onsequently the assertion ofCorollary 9.6 remains valid for suh right-hand sides.De�nition 9.3. Let hsp(A) be the following number(9.40) hsp(A) = lim sup"!0 H "(A)ln 1"Corollary 9.7. Let the assumptions of Corollary 9.4 or 9.6 or Remark 9.1 hold.Then(8.41) hsp(A) <1Remark 9.2. The number hsp(A) an be interpreted as some quantitative hara-teristi of the phenomena of spatial haotisity of the dynamial system, generatedby the equation (3.1) (see [28℄).x10 The entropy for the globallyompat attrator: the upper bounds.In this Setion we onsider the partiular ase of the equation (3.1) where f2 � 0and the right-hand side g is translation ompat in L2lo(R+ ; _L2b(
)). Using thedeomposition (8.14) and estimates (8.15) we essentially improve the entropy es-timate (9.2) obtained in the previous Setion. Partiularly we will prove that ifthe right-hand side g(t) is in the appropriate sense �nite dimensional (i.e. g isautonomous or quasiperiodi with respet to t) then the attrator A has a �nitefratal dimension in Eb(
).The main result of this Setion is the following theoremTheorem 10.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 hold. Then the entropy ofthe attrator A possesses the following estimate(10.1) H " (A; Eb(
)) � C1 ln 1" + C2 + H "=L �!(g); L2b([0;K ln 1" ℄�
)�where the onstants Ci, K and L are independent of ".Proof. Let � > 0 and the �-neighborhood O�(A) = O�(A; Eb(
) be the same as inTheorem 8.2. Then, aording to Theorem 8.2, we may �nd a suÆiently large timemoment T0 (for simpliity we assume that T0 = 1 suh that for every �ui 2 O�(A)i = 1; 2 the di�erene v(t) = u1(t) � u2(t) of the orresponding solutions of theequation (3.1) with the right-hand sides g1 and g2 respetively an be representedin the following form �v(t) = �u1(t)� �u2(t) = �P0(t) + �R0(t) and(10.2) ( k�P0(1)kE�b;eÆjxj (
) � C �k�v(0)kEb(
) + kg1 � g2kL2b([0;1℄�
)�k�R0(1)kEb(
) � 1=8k�v(0)kEb(
) + Ckg1 � g2kL2b([0;1℄�
)where the onstants C and Æ > 0 depends only on the equation (3.1).As in previous Setion this deomposition admits to obtain the reurrent in-equality for the entropy of the attrator.46



Lemma 10.1. Let the above assumptions hold. Then for every " � � and everyk 2 N the following estimate is valid:(10.3) H "=2k (A; Eb(
)) � H " (A; Eb(
)) + Ck + H "=(L2k ) �!(g); L2b([0; k℄�
)�where the onstants C and L depends only on the equation.The proof of this Lemma is analogous to the proof of Lemma 9.1 but the fat ofompatness of the embedding Eb;eÆjxj(
) � Eb(
) admits us to simplify the proofand verify that the numbers Mk(") are independent of " and k.Indeed, let B(�i0; "; Eb(
), i = 1; � � � ; N0(") be the initial "-overing of the at-trator A. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 9.1 with formal replaing Eb;� by Eband E�b;� by Eb;eÆjxj we derive the "=2k-overing of the attrator with the numberof balls(10.4) Nk("=2k) �M1(") � � �Mk(")N0(")Ng(")where Ng(") is the number of balls in the "=C2k+2 overing of !(g) in L2b([0; k℄�
)and the multipliers Ml(") are de�ned by (9.14) (where the symbol E�b;� is replaedby E�b;eÆjxj and the symbol Eb;� { by Eb.Note now that in ontrast to the ase of Lemma 9.1 the embedding E�b;eÆjxj (
) �Eb(
) is ompat and onsequently the multipliers Ml(") an be estimated in thefollowing way(10.5) Ml(") := maxi;j N"=2l+1 �A\ B(vi;jl ; C"=2l�1 + "=2k+2; E�b;eÆjxj ); Eb� �� maxi;j N"=2l+1 �B(vi;jl ; C"=2l�1 + "=2k+2; E�b;eÆjxj); Eb� �� N"=2l+2 �B(0; C"=2l�2; E�b;eÆjxj(
)); Eb(
)�� N1=(16C) �B(0; 1; E�b;eÆjxj(
)); Eb(
)� := C1Thus, (10.5) implies that the multipliersMl(") are independent of " and l. Insertingthis estimate in (10.4) we obtain the estimate (10.3). Lemma 10.1 is proved.The estimate (10.1) an be derived from the result of Lemma 10.1 in the sameway as we derive the estimate (9.2) from the result of Lemma 9.1 (the only di�erenethat we should start with " = � whih gives the additional term C2 := H � (A; Eb)in the estimate (10.1). Theorem 10.1 is proved.We give now a number of orollaries of the estimate (10.1).Corollary 10.1. Let the equation (3.1) be autonomous (i.e. g(t) � g is indepen-dent of t) and let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Then the attrator A hasa �nite fratal dimension(10.6) dimF (A) � C1where C1 is the same as in (10.1).To formulate the orollaries for the nonautonomous ase we need the followingde�nition. 47



De�nition 10.1. Let the funtion g(t) be translation ompat in L2lo(R+ ; _L2b(
)).The fratal dimension of the right-hand side g is de�ned to be the following number(10.7) dimF (g) := lim sup"!0 H "=L (w(g); L2b([0;K ln 1="℄�
))ln 1"where the onstants K and L are the same as in (10.1).Corollary 10.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 10.1 hold and let also the right-hand side g have a �nite fratal dimension. Then the attrator A also has the �nitefratal dimension and(10.8) dimF (A) � C1 + dimF (g)where C1 is the same as in (10.6).Let us onsider now the examples of the right-hand sides whih have the �nitefratal dimension. For the �rst we onsider the so alled quasiperiodi ase.Let Tk := Rk=Zk be k-dimensional torus, � = (�1; � � � ; �k) 2 Tk be the vetorof rationally independent frequenes and S�t (S�t (p) := (�t+ p)modZk, p 2 Tk) bea standard linear ow on Tk. A funtion g 2 C(R; _L2b (
)) is alled quasiperiodiwith k independent frequenes if there exists a funtion G 2 C(Tk; _L2b(
)) and avetor of frequenes � suh that(10.9) g(t) = G(S�t (0))Proposition 10.1. Let the funtion g be quasiperiodi in _L2b(
) and let the fun-tion G in the representation (10.9) belong to the spae C1(Tk; _L2b(
)). Then(10.10) dimF (g) � kIndeed, sine kS�t (p1)�S�t (p2)kTk = kp1�p2kTk then the hull H+(g) is ompatin the spae Cb(R+ ; _L2b(
)). Moreover, sine G 2 C1 then then(10.11) H "=L(w(g); L2b([0;K ln 1" ℄� 
)) � H "=L (H+(g); L2b(R �
)) �� H "=CL (H+(S�t (0)); Cb(R;Tk )) � H "=CL(Tk;Rk ) � (k + o(1)) ln 1"Corollary 10.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 10.1 hold, let also the right-hand side be quasiperiodi with k independent frequenes and the funtion G in therepresentation (10.9) belong to the spae. C1(Tk; _L2b(
)). Then the attrator A hasthe �nite dimension and(10.12) dimF (A) � C1 + kwhere the onstant C1 is the same as in (10.6).Remark 10.1. Note that the assumption G 2 C1 is essential for the estimate(10.12). Indeed, it is not diÆult to onstrut a ontinuous (but not Holder on-tinuous) funtion G 2 C(Tk; _L2b(
)) (even for the periodi ase k = 1) suh thatdimF (g) = 1. If the funtion G is Holder ontinuous with the exponent � < 1then we may laim only that dimF (g) � k� .The result of Proposition 10.1 an be generalized in the following way.Let M be a ompat metri spae with the �nite fratal dimension dimF (M)and let St :M !M be a semigroup ating onM . Assume also that the semigroupSt has a �nite Liapunov exponent � � 0, i.e.(10.13) distM (St(m1); St(m2)) � e�t distM (m1;m2) for m1;m2 2M48



Proposition 10.2. Let (10.13) be valid and let the funtion G 2 C(M; _L2b(
)) beglobally Lipshitz ontinuous on M . Then for every m 2M the funtion(10.14) g(t) := G(St(m))has the �nite fratal dimension. Moreover,(10.15) dimF (g) � dimF (M)(1 +K�)where K is the same as in (10.1).Indeed, sine G is globally Lipshitz ontinuous then(10.16) H "=L (!(g); L2b([0; T (")℄�
) � H "=CL (H+(St(m)); L1([0; T (")℄;M))where T (") := K ln 1" . The estimate (10.13) implies that(10.17) H "=CL(H+(St(m)); L1([0; T (")℄;M)) � H e��T (")"=CL(M;M) �� �dimF (M) + o(1)��ln 1" + �T (") + ln(CL)�The estimates (10.16) and (10.17) imply (10.15).Corollary 10.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 10.1 hold, let also the right-handside g satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 10.2. Then the attrator A has the�nite dimension and(10.18) dimF (A) � C1 + dimF M (1 + �K)where the onstant C1 is the same as in (10.6) and K is the same as (10.1).x11 Unstable manifolds and lower bounds of entropy.In previous Setions the upper bounds for the "-entropy of the attrator of theequation (3.1) has been obtained. In this Setion, using the tehnique of in�nitedimensional unstable manifolds, developed in [10℄, [28℄ we obtain the lower boundsof the entropy for rather wide lass of equations of the type (3.1).We assume throughout of this Setion that 
 = Rn and the equation (3.1) hasthe form(11.1) �2t u+ �tu = �xu+ �2u� f(u); f(0) = 0; f 0(0) = 0; � > 0and the nonlinear term f 2 C2 satis�es the onditions(11.2) 8><>: 1: f(u):u � �C + �juj2; � > �22: f 0(u) � �K; jf 0(u)j � C(1 + jujq1);3: jf 00(u)j � C(1 + jujq2)where the exponents qi are the same as in (3.2).Moreover sine f(0) = f 0(0) = 0 it is natural to assume also that there exists0 < � � minf1; q1g suh that(11.3) jf 0(u)j � Cjuj���(u); j��(u)j � C1(1 + jujq1��)To onstrut the unstable manifold of the equation (11.1) near the equilibria pointu � 0 we study for the �rst the bakward solutions for the linear (f � 0) nonho-mogeneous equation (11.1) with the right-hand side h(t).49



De�nition 11.1. Let � > 0. Then we de�ne the spae L� (Eb) by the followingexpression(11.4) L� (Eb) = f� 2 C(R� ; Eb(
)) : k�kL� := supt�0 e��tk�(t)kEb(Rn) <1gThe spae L� (L2b) := L� (R� ; L2b(
)) an be de�ned analogously.Proposition 11.1. Let � 2 Rn and(11.5) �+(�) = � +p2 + 4(�2 � j�j2)2 ; ��(�) = � �p2 + 4(�2 � j�j2)2Assume also that � > �+(0) and h 2 L� (L2b). Then the equation(11.6) �2t v + �tv = �xv + �2v + h(t); t � 0possesses the unique solution v 2 L� (Eb) and onsequently de�nes the linear oper-ator T� : L� (L2b)! L� (Eb), v(t) = (T�h)(t).Proof. Indeed, the equation (11.5) an be rewritten in the following form:(11.7) �t�v(t) = A�v(t) + ~h(t)where A = � 0 ; 1�x + �2 ; �� and ~h = � 0h�.It is not diÆult to verify that the spetrum �(A) has the following form(11.8) �(A) = fRe z = �2g [ fIm z = 0; ��(0) � Re z � �+(0)gThus � > �+(0) implies that � > Re�(A) and onsequently the unique solution of(11.7) from L� (Eb) is given by the following expression�v(t) := Z t�1 eA(t�s)~h(s) dsProposition 11.1 is proved.Proposition 11.2. Let �0 > 0 satisfy the inequality �+(pn�0) > 0. Then forevery u0 2 B�0 the bakward hyperboli problem(11.9) � �2t v + �tv = �xv + �2v; t � 0v��t=0 = u0; v���
 = 0possesses a solution v 2 L�0 with 0 < �0 < �+(pn�0). Moreover this solutionde�nes a linear operator P�0 : B�0 ! L�0 (Eb), v(t) = (P�0u0)(t) and onsequently,we have the operator M : B�0 ! Eb(
) de�ned by(11.10) M(u0) := P�0(u0)(0)Indeed, this solution an be de�ned by formula(11.11) bv(t; �) = e�+(�)tbu0(�)where bv(t; �) is x! � Fourier transform.Now we are in position to study the neighborhood of zero equilibria point forthe nonlinear equation. 50



Theorem 11.1. Let the nonlinearity f satisfy (11.2), (11.3) and A be the attratorof the equation (11.1) whih exists aording to Theorem 4.2. Then there exist�0 = �0(�), Æ0 = Æ0(f; �) and C1-map(11.12) U0 : B(0; Æ0; B�0 )! AMoreover,(11.13) kU0(u0)�M(u0)kEb(Rn) � Cku0;Rnk1+�L2b(Rn)for every u0 2 B(0; Æ0; B�0 ) and � de�ned in (11.3).Proof. The proof of this Theorem is based on the impliit funtion theorem and onthe following lemma.Lemma 11.1. Let f(0) = f 0(0) = 0 and satisfy the assumptions of (11.3). Thenfor every � > 0 the Nemitskij operator Fu = f(u) belongs to C1(L� (Eb);L(1+�)� (L2b)).Proof. Sine f(0) = f 0(0) = 0 then (11.3) implies f(u) = u1+��(u) with j�(u)j �C2(1+ jujq1��) and onsequently the Nemitskij operator F : L� ! L(1+�)� . Indeed,aording to Holder inequality and Sobolev embedding theorem(11.14) kf(u)kL2b � Ck juj1+�(1 + jujq1��)kL2b �� C1ku;Rnk1+�b;0;2(q1+1) �1 + ku;Rnkq1��b;0;2(q1+1)� �� C2ku;Rnk1+�b;1;2Q(ku;Rnkb;1;2) � C2k�uk1+�Eb Q(k�ukEb)Multiplying (11.14) by e�(1+�)�t and taking the supremum over t � 0 we derivethat(11.15) kf(u)kC(1+�)�(L2b) � C2k�uk1+�C�(Eb)Q(k�ukC0(Eb))Thus, F : C�(Eb)! C(1+�)�(L2b). The di�erentiability of this map an be veri�edanalogously. Lemma 11.1 is proved.Let us �x � > 0 in suh a way that � < �+(0) but (1 + �)� > �+(0) and �0 > 0suh that �+(pn�0) > � and rewrite the equation (11.1) near the equilibria pointu = 0 in the following form(11.16) u+ T(1+�)�Fu = P�u0; u 2 L� (Eb)where u0 2 B�0 . Note that every solution of (11.16) is simultaneously a solution ofthe equation (11.1) hene it is suÆient to solve (11.16) in L� (Eb). Note also thatdue to Propositions 11.1, 11.2 and Lemma 11.16 all operators in (11.16) are wellde�ned.We will solve the equation (11.16) using the impliit funtion theorem. To thisend we introdue a funtion F : L� (Eb)� B�0 ! L� (Eb) by formula(11.17) F(u; u0) = u+ T(1+�)�Fu� P�u051



It follows from Propositions 11.1, 11.2 and from Lemma 11.1 that F 2 C1(L� (Eb)�B�0 ;L� (Eb)) and DuF(0; 0) = Id. Hene due to the impliit funtion theorem (see[26℄ for instane) there exists a neighborhood B(0; Æ0; B�0 ) and a C1-funtion(11.18) U : B(0; Æ0; B�0 )! L� (Eb)suh that F(U(u0); u0) � 0 and onsequently U(u0)(t) is a bakward solution ofthe problem (11.1). The equation (11.16), the estimate (11.15) and the evident fatthat U(0) = 0 imply now that(11.19) kU(u0)� P�u0kL�(Eb) � Ckf(U(u0))kL(1+�)�(L2b) �� C1kU(u0)k1+�L�(Eb) � C2ku0k1+�B�0Let us de�ne now U0(u0) = U(u0)��t=0. Then (11.19) together with the equality(P�u0)(0) = M(u0) imply the estimate (11.13). The assertion U0(B(0; Æ0; B�0 )) �A an be easily derived from the attrator's desription (4.4) and from the fatthat every bakward solution U(u0)(t) an be extended (due to Theorem 3.1) tothe omplete bounded solution (i.e. whih is de�ned for t 2 R and bounded in Eb)Theorem 11.1 is proved.Corollary 11.1. Let u10; u20 2 B(0; Æ; B�0 ) and Æ � Æ0. Then for every R > 0(11.20) kU0(u10)� U0(u20)kEb(BR0 ) � ku10 � u20kL2b(BR0 ) � CÆ1+�with C independent of R.Indeed,kU0(u10)� U0(u20)kEb(BR0 ) �� kM(u10)�M(u20)kEb(BR0 )�kU0(u10)�M(u10)kEb(Rn)�kU0(u20)�M(u20)kEb(Rn) �� ku10 � u20kW 1;2b (BR0 ) � C1(ku10k1+�B�0 + ku20k1+�B�0 ) � ku10 � u20kL2b(BR0 ) � 2C1Æ1+�The estimate (11.20) admits to obtain the lower bounds for the "-entropy for theattrator of the equation (11.1). Indeed, let " > 0 be small enough, Æ = � "2C �1=(1+�)and u10; u02 2 B(0; Æ; B�0 ) suh that(11.21) ku10 � u20kL2b(BR0 ) � "Then it follows from (10.12) that(11.22) kU(u10)� U(u20)kEb(BR0 ) � "=2The estimates (11.21),(11.22) together with the assertion (11.12) imply that(11.23) H "=4 �A; Eb(BR0 )� � H " �B(0;� "2C �1=(1+�) ; B�0 ); L2b(BR0 )� == H (2C)1=(1+�) "�=(1+�) �B(0; 1; B�0 ); L2b(BR0 )�The last estimate together with (7.14) and (7.15) gives the lower bounds for the"-entropy (the upper bounds have been obtained in Theorem 9.1).52



Corollary 11.2. Let A be the attrator of the equation (11.1) and let " < "0 andR � ln 1" . Then(11.24) C1Rn ln 1" � H " �A; Eb(BR0 )� � C2Rn ln 1"Partiularly, 0 < C1 ln 1" � H "(A) � C2 ln 1" .Corollary 11.3. Let A be the attrator of the equation (11.1). Then for everyÆ > 0 there exists CÆ suh that(11.25) H " �A; E(B10)� � CÆ �ln 1"�n+1�ÆExample 11.1. The simplest example of the equation (11.1) for whih the esti-mates (11.24) and (11.25) are valid is the following equation in Rn(11.26) �2t u+ �tu��xu = �2u� ujuj1+�; � > 0where � < 2=(n� 2). Part 4. The regular attrator.In this part we give the detailed study of the autonomous attrator in the par-tiular ase where this attrator is ompat in Eb(
). We hope also that this in-vestigation lari�es why in this ase the attrator ourred to be �nite dimensionaland looks very similar to the attrators in bounded domains.The spatial asymptoti (up to the exponentially deaying terms) for the solutionson the attrator are given in Setion 12.The regular struture of the attrator is obtained in Setion 13. Moreover usingthe good struture of the attrator we prove there that every solution of (0.1)stabilizes to one of the equilibria points when t!1.x12 The spatial asymptoti for the attratorIn this Setion we study the behavior of solutions of the autonomous equation(3.1) belonging to the globally ompat attrator (under the assumptions of The-orem 4.1) when jxj ! 1. Reall that we have already known (due to the fatthat A 2 _Eb(
)) that all solutions belonging to the attrator onverge to zerowhen jxj ! 1 but the rate of this onverges ould be arbitrary small (if g on-verges to zero slowly enough). The following Theorem gives the asymptoti for thisonvergene up to exponentially small terms.Theorem 12.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Assume also that inthe ase n > 3 the right-hand side g satis�es the additional ondition(12.1) g 2 _Lsb(
) where s > n2Then, there exist an equilibria point u0 2 _C(
) \ _W 1;2(
) and the onstants Æ > 0and C > 0 depending only on the equation suh that for every (u; v) 2 A thefollowing estimate is valid:(12.2) ku� u0;
 \ B1x0k21;2 + kv;
 \ B1x0k20;2 � Ce�Æjx0jProof. For the proof of this Theorem we need the following Lemmata53



Lemma 12.1. Let the funtion f 2 C satisfy the assumption f(u):u � 0 andg 2 Lsb(
) with s > n2 and s � 2. Then the equation(12.3) �xu0 � �0u0 � f(u) = g; u0���
 = 0has at least one solution u0 2 W 2;sb (
) � Cb(
). Moreover, every solution of thisequation possesses the following estimate:(12.4) ku0;
 \B1x0ks2;s � C Z
 e�"jx�x0jjg(s)js dxwhere the onstants C and " depend only on the equation (12.3).Partiularly, if g 2 _Lsb(
) then u0 2 _Cb(
).The proof of the estimate (12.4) is based on a maximum priniple applied to thefuntion w = u2 and an be obtained as in [10℄ (where this result has been provedfor a more ompliated ase of paraboli equation).The last assertion of the lemma follows immediately from (12.4) and Proposition1.4.Lemma 12.2. Let f 2 C1 satisfy the assumptions(12.5) 8><>: 1: f(u):u � �juj � jf(u)j2: f(u):u � �juj2; with � > 03: f 0(0) > 0Then there exists � > 0 suh that for every u 2 R and every v suh that jvj � �the following estimate is valid:(12.6) [f(u+ v)� f(v)℄ � u � 0Proof. Assume for the �rst that juj � R >> 1 and jvj � 1. Then aording to (12.5)(12.7) [f(u+ v)� f(v)℄ � u = f(u+ v):(u+ v)� vf(u+ v)� f(v)u �� �ju+ vj � jf(u+ v)j � jf(u+ v)j � Cjuj � (�(R � 1)� 1)jf(u+ v)j � Cjuj �� �(juj � 1)(�(R � 1)� 1)� Cjuj �� (�(�(R � 1)� 1)� C)R � �(�(R � 1)� 1) � 0for R large enough.Note also that f 0(0) > 0 implies that there exists �0 > 0 suh that f 0(w) � 0 ifjwj � 2�0. Then for every u; v 2 R whih satisfy juj � �0 and jvj � �0 we will have(12.8) [f(u+ v)� f(v)℄ � u = Z 10 f 0(v + su) dsjuj2 � 0Let us assume now that the assertion of the lemma is wrong. Then there exist asequene vn ! 0 and un 2 R suh that(12.9) [f(un + vn)� f(vn)℄ � un < 054



Without less of generality we may assume that un !1 or un ! 0 or un ! u0 6= 0.The �rst assumption ontradits (12.7) and the seond one { to (12.8). Thus itremains to onsider the third assertion. But, passing to the limit n!1 in (12.9)and using the fat that f(0) = 0 we derive thatf(u0):u0 � 0whih ontradits the seond assumption of (12.5) (sine u0 6= 0). Lemma 12.1 isproved.Now we are in a position to omplete the proof of the theorem. To this endwe onsider an arbitrary equilibria point u0(x) of (3.1) whih exists aording toLemma 12.1 and rewrite this equation with respet to a new variable w(t) = u(t)�u0:(12.10) � �2tw + �tw + �0w ��xw + F (x;w) = 0w��t=0 = w0; �tw��t=0 = w00with F (x;w) := F (u0(x); w) := f(w + u0(x)) � f(u0(x)) and instead of studyingthe attrator A of (3.1) we will study the attrator bA of (12.10). Evidently,(12.11) A = f(u0; 0)g+ bANote that aording to the assumptions (3.2) (with f2 � 0) we may assume that ournonlinearity satis�es also the assumptions of Lemma 12.2. Indeed, sine f(u):u � 0then f(u):u = juj � jf(u)j and f 0(0) � 0. Resaling if neessary the parameter �0 ifneessary we may add �u with 0 < � << 1 to f and assume also that f 0(0) > 0and f(u):u � �juj2.Thus, aording to Lemma 12.2 there exists � > 0 suh that F (u0; w):w � 0 forevery w 2 R if ju0j � �.Sine u0 2 _Cb(
) then there exists R > 0 suh that u0(x) < � if jxj > R andonsequently(12.12) F (x;w):w � 0 if jxj � RLet �(z) be the Heaviside funtion (�(z) = 1 if z > 0 and �(z) = 0 if z < 0 andde�ne funtions(12.13) F1(x;w) := �(jxj �R)F (x;w); F2(x;w) := �(R � jxj)F (x;w)Then,(12.14) F1(x;w):w � 0; F2(x;w) � 0 if jxj > RWe rewrite the equation (12.10) in the following form(12.15) �2tw + �tw + �0w ��xw + F1(x;w) = �F2(x;w) � hw(t)Note that the funtion F1(x;w) evidently satis�es all growth restritions from (3.2)and onsequently (12.15) satis�es the assumptions of Corollary 3.1 with C(f2) � 055



(see also Remark 3.3). Assume now that �w(0) 2 bA. Then aording to (4.4) thereexists omplete bounded trajetory �w(t), t 2 R. Moreover, aording to Theorem3.1(12.16) k�w(t)kEb � CSine the funtion F2 satis�es the growth assumption jF2(x;w)j � C(1+ jwjq1) withq1 < 1 + 2=(n� 2) then (12.16) implies that(12.17) khw(t);
 \ B1x0k20;2 � C1�(R+ 1� jxj)Applying the estimate (3.15) with C(f2) = 0 to the equation (12.15) and using theestimate (12.17) we derive that(12.18)kw(0);
 \B1x0k21;2 + k�tw(0);
 \ B1x0k20;2 � C Z 0�1 e"s �jhw(s)j2; e�"jx�x0j� ds �� C3 Z
 e�"jx�x0j�(R + 1� jxj) dx � C4e�"jx0jThe estimate (12.18) implies (12.2). Theorem 12.1 is proved.x13 Stabilization of solutions and attrator's regularity.In this Setion we will study the struture of the globally ompat attrator Aof the equation (3.1) under the assumptions of Theorem 12.1. Partiularly, we willprove that under these assumptions this attrator onsists generially of a �niteolletion of �nite dimensional unstable manifolds and will show that as in the aseof bounded domain 
 every solution u(t) of (3.1) with �u(0) 2 Eb(
) stabilizeswhen t! +1 to the appropriate equilibria point u0.Note that in ontrast to the ase of bounded domains in our situation the stan-dard Liapunov's energy funtional(13.1) �(u; �tu) := Z
 1=2 �j�tuj2 + jrxuj2 + �0juj2�+ F (u) + g:u dxwhere F (u) = R u0 f(v) dv, is not well posed in our phase spae Eb(
) (it equalsin�nity for generi �u 2 Eb). Moreover if g deays slow enough when jxj ! 1 thisfuntional is not well posed even on the attrator A. Thus, the problem is moreompliated then in the ase of bounded domains (see e.g. [2℄) and some additionalarguments are required.Based on the spatial asymptoti of the attrator derived in previous Setionwe onstrut the modi�ed Liapunov funtional whih will be well posed on theattrator A and using this funtional we prove the regularity theorem for thisattrator. Having this good struture of the attrator we obtain then that forgeneri g every solution of (3.1) with �u(0) 2 Eb(
) stabilizes to the appropriateequilibria point.We start with a theorem whih desribes the generi struture of the equilibriapoints set Rg for the equation (3.1). 56



Theorem 13.1. Let the nonlinear funtion f satis�es the assumptions(13.2) 1: f 2 C1(R;R); 2: f(u):u � 0; 3: f 0(0) = 0Then the set of g 2 _Lsb(
) (where the exponent s is the same as in Theorem 12.1)for whih the equation(13.3) �xu0 � �0u0 � f(u0) = ghas a �nite number of hyperboli solutions Rg = fu10; � � � ; uN0 g is open and densein _L2b(
).Proof. We are going to apply the in�nite dimensional version of Sard-Smale theorem(see e.g. [2℄). To this end we introdue the nonlinear operator(13.4) F : _W 2;sb (
)! _Lsb(
); F(u) := �xu� �0u� f(u)Note that sine f(0) = 0 and _W 2;sb (
) � _Cb(
) then (13.4) is well de�ned.Aording to the Sard-Smale theorem (see [2℄) we should verify that1. The operator F is properly supported, i.e. the inverse image of every ompatset is also ompat.2. For every v 2 _W 2;sb (
) the Frehet derivative DuF(v) is a Fredholm operatorwith zero index.3. The Frehet derivative DuF(v) depends ontinuously on v.Let us verify the �rst assumption. Indeed, let Kg be a ompat set in _Lsb(
).Then aording to the ompatness riteria (see Proposition 1.3) we have a uniform'tale' estimate forKg . Then the estimate (12.4) together with Proposition 1.4 implythat the set Ku := F�1 (Kg) is bounded in W 2;sb (
) and also possesses the uniform'tale' estimate. Thus it remains to prove only that the restritions Ku��
\B1x0 areompat in W 2;s(
 \ B1x0) for every x0 2 
. Let �x0 be a ut-o� funtion whihequals one on 
\B1x0 and zero is x =2 Vx0 (where Vx0 is de�ned in (1.5) and (1.6)).The the equation whih de�nes the set Ku an be rewritten in the form(13.5) �x(�x0u)� �0(�x0u) = �x0f(u) + �x0g + 2rx�x0rxu+�x�x0u; g 2 KgNote that sineKu is bounded inW 2;sb (
) then f(Ku)��Vx0 , rxKu��Vx0 andKu��Vx0 isompat in Ls(Vx0). Moreover, sineKg is ompat in _Lsb then the setKg��Vx0 is alsoompat in Ls(Vx0). Thus the right-hand side of (13.5) is ompat in Ls(Vx0) andonsequently Ku��
\B1x0 is also ompat in W 2;s(Vx0). Therefore, Ku is ompat.Let us verify now the seond assertion. By de�nition the Frehet derivative of Fhas the form(13.6) DuF(v) = �x � �0 � f 0(v)Note that the operator �x��0 is invertible (�0 > 0) and the multipliation operatorf 0(v) is ompat as the operator ating from _W 2;sb to _Lsb for every v 2 _W 2;sb (sinef 0(0) = 0 and onsequently f 0(v) 2 _Cb(
) for every v 2 _W 2;sb (
)). Thus, theFrehet derivative DuF an be represented as a sum of invertible and ompatoperators and onsequently DuF is Fredholm with zero index.The third assumption an be veri�ed diretly using the expliit formula (13.6).Applying now the Sard-Smale theorem to the operator (13.4) we obtain theassertion of the theorem. Theorem 13.1 is proved.57



Corollary 13.1. Let u0 2 Rg. Then the essential spetrum of the operator DuF(u0)satis�es the inequality(13.7) Re�ess(DuF) � ��0 < 0and onsequently there are only the �nite number of eigenvalues of this operatorwith positive real part, i.e.(13.8) Indu0 := #f� 2 �(Du(F(u0))) : Re� > 0g <1Indeed, �x � �0 is negative and f 0(u0) is ompat.The following theorem establishes the regular struture of the attrator A of theequation (3.1).Theorem 13.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 12.1 hold. Then for generiright-hand sides g the attrator Ag of the equation (3.1) an be represented in thefollowing form(13.9) Ag = [u02RgM+(u0)where #Rg <1 and M+(u0) are the �nite dimensional unstable C1-submanifoldsof the equilibria points u0 in Eb(
). Moreover, every M+(u0) is di�eomorphed toR� with(13.10) � = dimM+(u0) = Indu0 <1Proof. For the �rst we onstrut the modi�ed Liapunov funtion whih will be�nite and ontinuous on the attrator A. To this end we onsider an arbitraryequilibria point u0 whih exists aording to Lemma 12.1 and introdue the funtionw(t) = u(t)� u0. Then this funtion satis�es the equation(13.11) �2tw + �tw ��xw + �0w + (f(w + u0)� f(u0)) = 0Lemma 13.1. Let the above assumptions hold. Then the following funtional is�nite on the attrator of (13.11) and ontinuous in the topology of Eb(
):(13.12) b�(w; �tw) := Z
 1=2 �j�twj2 + jrxwj2 + �0jwj2�+ bF (w) dxwhere bF (w) := R w0 (f(w + u0)� f(u0)) dw.Moreover, the following equality is valid:(13.13) b�(w(t); �tw(t)) � b�(w(0); �tw(0)) =  Z t0 k�tw(s);
k20;2 dsProof. Indeed, aording to Theorem 12.1, �w 2 Eb;eÆjxj(
) � E(
) and on-sequently the linear terms in (13.12) are well de�ned. Note also that bF (w) =w2�(x;w) where the funtion � satis�es the growth assumption j�(x;w)j � C(1 +jwjq1 )) with q1 < 2=(n� 2) (sine f 0 satis�es it and u0 is ontinuous), onsequentlythe funtion bF (w) is well de�ned and ontinuous on W 1;2(
).Thus, the funtional (3.12) is well de�ned and ontinuous on E(
). Note nowthat it is not diÆult to verify using the estimate (12.2) that the topologies of thespaes E(
) and Eb(
) oinide on bA := A�f(u0; 0)g and therefore the funtional(13.12) is ontinuous on the attrator bA in the topology of Eb(
).The equality (13.13) an be veri�ed as for the ase of bounded domains (see e.g.[2℄). Lemma 13.1 is proved. 58



Corollary 13.2. Let �u(t), t 2 R be a omplete bounded trajetory (whih auto-matially belong to the attrator). Then(13.14) Z 1�1 k�tu(s);
k20;2 ds <1Indeed,the estimate (13.14) follows from the fats that �tu = �tw, the funtional(13.12) is bounded on bA and from the equality (13.13).The dissipation integral (13.14) admits as usual to prove the stabilization ofsolutions on the attrator in the ase where the number of equilibria points Rg is�nite (see also [2℄, [16℄).Lemma 13.2. Let the above assumptions hold. Assume also that the set Rg ofequilibria points for (3.1) is �nite (generi assumption aording to Theorem 13.1).Then every omplete bounded trajetory �u(t), t 2 R of (3.1) stabilizes if t! �1,i.e. there are the equilibria points u+0 ; u�0 2 Rg, u+0 6= u�0 suh that(13.15) limt!�1 k�u(t)� (u�0 ; 0)kEb(
) = 0;Proof. Let us prove the stabilization only when t ! +1 (The ase t ! �1 anbe onsidered analogously).Let �u(t) 2 A, t 2 R be an arbitrary omplete bounded solution of (3.1). Con-sider the !-limit set !(�u(0)) of the point �u(0) in the spae Eb(
). Sine A isompat in Eb(
) this set exists and nonempty (see e.g. [16℄).We are going to prove that(13.16) !(�u(0)) � RgIndeed, let �u0(t) 2 !(�u(t)), t 2 R. Then by the de�nition of !-limit set for every� 2 R there exists a sequene tn = tn(�)! +1 when n!1 suh that(13.17) �u(tn)! �u0 (�) in Eb(
) when n!1Note that due to Theorems 2.1, 3.1 and estimate (2.17) we have the estimate(13.18) k�u(tn + s)� �u0(� + s)k2Eb(
) � CeKsk�u(tn)� �u(�)k2Eb(
)where the onstants C and K depends only on the equation.The estimate (13.18) implies partiularly that(13.19) �u(tn + �)! �u0(� + �) in the spae C([�; � + 1℄; Eb(
))Observe now that aording to (13.14)(13.20) Z 10 k�tu(tn + s);
k20;2 ds = Z tn+1tn k�tu(s);
k20;2 ds! 0when n ! 1 (sine tn ! 1). Partiularly the sequene �t�u(tn + �) is uniformlybounded in L2([0; 1℄�
) therefore without loss of generality we may assume thatthis sequene onverges weakly in L2([0; 1℄ � 
) to the funtion �u0(� + �) (the59



existene of weakly onverging subsequene follows from the fat that the ball inL2 is weakly ompat and the expliit value of this weak limit an be found usingthe onvergene (13.19).Thus,Z �+1� k�tu0(s);
k20;2 ds = Z 10 k�tu0(� + s);
k20;2 ds �� limn!1 Z 10 k�tu(tn + s);
k20;2 ds = 0Reall that � 2 R is arbitrary therefore �tu0(�) � 0 and onsequently u0 is anequilibria point of (3.1). The embedding (13.16) is proved.Note now that the set !(�u(0)) should be onneted (see [16℄) but the set R isdisrete aording to our assumptions. Consequently, (13.16) implies that !(�u(0))onsists of one point u+0 .Thus we have proved that �u(t) stabilizes to u+0 when t! +1. The ase t! �1an be onsidered analogously. As usual the supposition u�0 = u+0 ontradits(13.13). Lemma 13.2 is proved.Reall now the de�nition of the unstable set of the equilibria point u0.De�nition 13.1. Let u0 be an equilibria point of (3.1). Then the unstable setM+(u0) an be de�ned by the following expression:(13.21) M+(u0) := f� 2 A : 9 a omplete bounded trajetory�u(t), t 2 R suh that �u(0) = � and limt!�1 �u(t) = (u0; 0)gCorollary 13.3. Let the assumptions of Lemma 13.2 hold. Then the attrator Aof the equation (3.1) an be represented by (13.9).Thus, in order to omplete the proof of the Theorem we should show thatM+(u0) is a smooth manifold if the equilibria point u0 is hyperboli.Lemma 13.3. Let u0 be the equilibria point of (3.1) suh that 0 is not an eigenvalueof the operator DuF(u0). Then the unstable set M+(u0) is C1-submanifold ofEb(
) whih is di�eomorphed to R� and the dimension � an be found by (13.8)and (13.10).Proof. The proof of this assertion is more or less standard (see e.g [2℄) sine we givebelow only the sheme of the proof.As in Setion 11 we onsider �rstly the linearization of (3.1) near u0:(13.22) �2t v + �tv + �0v ��xv + f 0(u0)v = 0whih an be rewritten as the �rst order system(13.23) �t�v(t) = Lu0�v(t), where Lu0 := � 0 ; 1�x � �0 � f 0(u0) ; ��Simple omputations show that the spetrum of Lu0 has the following struture�(Lu0) = f�� := � �p2 + 4�2 ; � 2 �(�x � �0 + f 0(u0)) � �(DuF(u0))g60



Partiularly, the operator Lu0 is hyperboli (i.e. �(Lu0) \ fRe z = 0g = ?) if andonly if 0 =2 �(DuF(u0)). Moreover the unstable index of the operator Lu0 an bealulated by(13.24) Ind(Lu0) := #f� 2 �(Lu0) : Re� > 0g = Indu0Assume now that u0 is hyperboli. Then Lu0 is also hyperboli and using theimpliit funtion theorem as in the proof of Theorem 11.1 (see also [10℄) we derivethat there exists a suÆiently small positive Æ suh that the set(13.25) M+Æ (u0) := f� 2 A : 9 a omplete bounded trajetory �u(t), t 2 Rsuh that �u(0) = �, k�u(t)kEb(
) � Æ for t � 0 and limt!�1 �u(t) = (u0; 0)gis �-dimensional C1-manifold in Eb(
) whih is di�eomorphed to R� .Sine the hyperboli ow St generated by the autonomous equation (3.1) isinvertible then the setsM+n (u0) := SnM+Æ (u0) are �-dimensional C1�submanifoldsof Eb(
) also. Moreover, evidently(13.26) M+(u0) = [n�0M+n (u0) and M+n (u0) �M+m(u0) if n � mThe representation (13.26) implies that M+(u0) is C1-manifold di�eomorphed toRk (see [17℄) and the fat that St possesses the Liapunov funtion on the attratorA implies thatM+(u0) is a submanifold of Eb(
) (see [2℄). Lemma 13.3 is proved.Theorem 13.2 is proved.Now we are in a position to prove the stabilization of solutions of (3.1) not onlyfor �u(0) 2 A but for every �u(0) 2 Eb(
). Note that in ontrast to the aseof bounded domains in our situation we have neither the dissipation integral northe Liapunov funtion for suh solutions. Nevertheless the regular struture of theattrator, obtained above admits to prove the stabilization.Theorem 13.3. Assume that the set Rg = fu00; u10; � � � ; uN0 g is disrete and thatthe values of the Liapunov funtional �1((ui0; 0) := b�(ui0 � u0; 0) where u0 := u00and b� is de�ned by (13.12) are di�erent for i = 0; � � � ; N .(13.27) �1(ui0; 0) 6= �1(uj0; 0) for i 6= jThen every solution �u(t) of (3.1) with �u(0) 2 Eb(
) stabilizes to one of the equi-libria ui0 2 Rg.Proof. Note that aording to (3.17) the problem (3.1) possesses bounded absorbingset B in Eb(
). Moreover, hanging B by [t�0StB if neessary we may assume thatStB � B for t � 0. Thus, it is suÆient to prove the theorem only for solutionsfrom B . To this end we need the following Lemma.Lemma 13.4. Let the above assumptions hold. Then for every Æ > 0 there existsT0 = T0(Æ) suh that for every solution �u(t) 2 B and every time moment � � 0(13.28) f �u(t); t 2 [�; � + T0℄ g \ OÆ(Rg ; Eb) 6= ?61



where the Æ-neighborhood OÆ(Rg ; Eb) � [Ni=0OÆ((ui0; 0); Eb).Proof. Indeed, assume that the assertion of the lemma is wrong. Then there existÆ > 0, a sequene of Tn ! 1, a sequene of �n � 0 and a sequene of solutions�un(t) 2 B suh that(13.29) f �un(t); t 2 [�n; �n + Tn℄ g � BnOÆ (Rg ; Eb)Let us onsider now a sequene �un(�n + Tn=2) � S�n+Tn=2�un(0). Sine (3.1)possesses the globally ompat attrator A in Eb(
) (see Theorem 6.1) and �n +Tn=2!1 then the sequene �un(�+Tn=2) is preompat in Eb(
). Thus, withoutloss of generality we may assume that(13.30) �un(�n + Tn=2)! � 2 ALet bu(t) 2 A, t � 0 be a solution of (3.1) with �bu(0) = �. Moreover, as in the proofof Lemma 13.2 we have the estimate(13.31) k�un(�n + Tn=2 + s)� �bu(s)k2Eb(
) � CeKsk�un(�n + Tn=2)� �k2Eb(
)whih implies that �un(�n + Tn=2 + �)! �bu(�) in the spae Clo(R+ ; Eb(
)).Passing to the limit n!1 in (13.29) and taking into the aount that Tn !1we derive that(13.32) �bu(t) � BnOÆ (Rg ; Eb) for every t � 0Reall that �bu belong to the attrator and onsequently (13.32) ontradits theassertion of Theorem 13.2. Lemma 13.4 is proved.Now we are in a position to omplete the proof of the theorem. To this end weonsider an arbitrary solution �u(t) 2 B and onstrut (as in the proof of Theorem13.2) it's !-limit set !(�u(0)) in the spae Eb(
). Evidently !(�u(0)) � A. We aregoing to prove that this set onsists of the only point ui0 2 Rg . Indeed, assumethat this assertion is wrong. Then this !-limit set ontains a nontrivial ompletebounded trajetory of the equation (3.1) (sine !-limit set is onneted and stritlyinvariant). But aording to Theorem 13.2 every nontrivial omplete boundedtrajetory is a geteroline whih onnets two di�erent equilibria points. Thus,!(�u(0)) ontains at least two di�erent equilibria points.Sine the Liapunov funtion �1 is ontinuous on the attrator A in the topologyof Eb(
) then (13.27) implies that there exists " > 0 suh that(13.33) �1(A \ O"((ui0; 0); Eb)) \ �1(A \ O"((uj0; 0); Eb)) = ? for i 6= jFixing now Æ = "=2 and T0 = T0(Æ) the same as in Lemma 13.4. Sine !(�u(0)) isthe !-limit set then limt!1 dist (�u(t); !(�u(0))) = 0and onsequently for every � > 0 there exists T = T (�) suh that(13.34) dist (�(t); !(�u(0))) � � for t � T62



Reall now that aording to Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 we have the uniform estimate(13.35) k�u1(� + s)� �u2(� + s)kEb(
) � CeKsk�u1(�) � �u2(�)kEb(
)whih holds for every �u1 ; �u2 2 B and every � > 0. (Without loss of generality wemay assume that C;K � 1).Let us �x also � small enough that CeKT0� < "=4. Without loss of generalitywe may assume that T = T (�) = 0.Consider now the set R0 of equilibria points whih belongs to !(�u(0)) and letui0 2 R0 be the equilibria point with the maximal Liapunov funtion �1 (on R0).By the de�nition of the !-limit set the trajetory �u(t) should visit the "=2-neighborhoods O"=2(uk0) of every point uk0 2 R0 in�nitely many times.Reall that aording to our assumptions !(�u(0)) ontains at least two di�erentequilibria points. Consequently (due to Lemma 13.4) there exists � > 0 and theequilibria point uj0 2 R0, ui0 6= uj0 suh that(13.36) �u(�) 2 O"=2((ui0; 0)) and f �u(t); t 2 [�; � + T0℄ g \ O"=2((uj0; 0)) 6= ?Aording to (13.34) there exists �v(t) 2 !(�u(0)) � A suh that(13.37) k�u(�)� �v(�)kEb(
) � 2� < "=2and onsequently �v(�) 2 O"((ui0; 0)). The estimate (13.35) implies now that(13.38) k�u(� + s)� �v(� + s)kEb(
) � 2�CeKT0 < "=2for every s 2 [0; T0℄. The embedding (13.36) implies now that there exists �1 > �that �v(�1) 2 O"((uj0; 0)).Thus, we have onstruted the solution �v(t) 2 A whih omes from the "-neighborhood of ui0 to the "-neighborhood of uj0 when t growing from � to �1. Theequality (13.13) together with the assumption (13.33) implies now that(13.39) �1(O"((ui0; 0); Eb)) < �1(O"((uj0; 0); Eb))whih ontradits the maximality of ui0 inR0. Thus, the !-limit set !(�u(0)) onsistsof the only equilibria point ui0. Theorem 13.3 is proved.Remark 13.1. The result of Theorem 13.3 remains true without the assumption(13.27) but this tehnial assumption whih holds for generi right-hand sides gessentially simpli�es the proof of Theorem 13.3.Remark 13.2. Arguing analogously to [2, Th. V.7.2℄ and using the result ofLemma 13.4 one an prove that under the assumptions of Theorem 13.2 the attra-tor A of (3.1) is exponential, i.e. there exists � > 0 suh that for every boundedset B � Eb(
)(13.40) distEb(
) (StB;A) � C(B)e��tThe following theorem shows that the regular attrator, onstruted in Theorem13.2 may have an arbitrary large (but �nite) dimension at least in the ase 
 = Rn .63



Theorem 13.4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 13.2 hold, 
 = Rn and let inaddition the number � 2 R suh that f 0(�) + �0 < 0 exist. Then for every N 2 Nthere exists a right-hand side gN 2 _Lsb(Rn ) suh that(13.41) dimF (AgN ; Eb(
)) � NProof. Indeed, aording to Theorem 13.2,(13.42) dimF (Ag) � maxu02Rg #f� 2 �(�x � �0 � f 0(u0)) : � > 0gThus, it remains to onstrut for every �xedN the funtion u0 = u0(N) 2 _W 2;sb (Rn )in suh a way that Indu0 > N (the appropriate right-hand side g an be alulatedfrom the equation �xu0 � �0u0 � f(u0) = g).The onstrution of suh funtions u0 is given in [10℄ (under the assumptionf(0) = f 0(0) = 0 and f 0(�) + �0 > 0). Moreover, all funtions gN thus onstrutedourred to have a �nite support in Rn and to be uniformly bounded with respetto N 2 N in Lsb(Rn ). Theorem 13.4 is proved.In onlusion we give an example of the equation of the view (3.1) whih satis�esall assumptions of this Setion.Example 13.1. Let 
 = R2 . Then the equation(13.43) �2t u+ �tu��xu+ 2u3 � 8u2 + 9u = gwith generi g 2 _L2b(
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